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0 that record could with a backward look, 
Ev'n of five hundred courses of the sun, 
Show me your image in some antique book, 
Since mind at first in character was done. 

William Shakespeare, Sonnets, LIX 
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Medieval Hebrew Manuscripts as 
Cross-Cultural Agents 

I SHOULD like to thank the Panizzi Foundation and its Selecting 
Committee for inviting me to deliver the Fanizzi Lectures this 
year. This is not merely gratitude for the honour conferred on 
me personally, but more particularly for the privilege and the 
opportunity to represent the cultural heritage of a minority and 
describe some facets of its diversified and not very well known 
manifestations. 

Hebrew handwritten books are medieval artifacts, 'sheathes 
of wisdom', according to a metaphor of the Spanish Hebrew 
poet Moses lbn Ezra (c. 1055-after n35), produced by a re
ligious, ethnic and cultural minority- the Jewish people. Like all 
other medieval books they display technical practices, calli
graphic and artistic skills and mirror the intellectual activity and 
interests of the marginal Jewish society of their time and region 
of production. Yet, extraordinary historical circumstances dis
persed the Jewish communities around the Mediterranean basin 
and further eastward, northward and westward, interweaving 
them within various civilizations, religions, and cultures, and 
transplanting them vvithin others. 

Flourishing or impoverished, secure or oppressed and haras
sed, small and large Jewish communities were spread out during 
the Middle Ages from central Asia in the cast to England in the 



west, from Yemen and North Africa in the south to Germany 
and central and Eastern Europe (in the late Middle Ages) in the 
north, embraced by the great civilizations of Islam and Christ
ianity, the Latin West, the Byzantine East, and many other 
minor cultures, languages and scripts. Notwithstanding their 
firm adherence to their unique religion, language, culture and 
customs, their self-government and educational system, they 
were strongly influenced by the surrounding societies and shared 
with them not only goods, tools, crafts and techniques, but also 
literary styles, aesthetic values, philosophical theories and prin
ciples and calligr.aphic fashions. The mobility ofindividualJews, 
by choice or by economic necessity, and of entire communities, 
by force, made them agents of cross-cultural contacts and 
influences and intercultural confrontations. 

The Jew.s have always remained loyal to their own script, 
despite the adoption of the spoken languages of their accommo
dating societies in everyday life, the integration of the Western 
and Eastern dialects of the Aramaic language in their post
biblical literature; the wide use of Greek by Hellenized Jews in 
late antiquity; the extensive employment of Arabic as t_he main 
written language in countries under Muslim rule; and later, to 
a much lesser extent, the application of European vernacular 
languages - the Romance languages and German in their 
literature. Ever since their old script, derived from the Phoeni
cian, was replaced in the late third century BC by an offshoot 
of the Aramaic script, 1 the Jews have adhered to this Semitic 
national writing rendering in it not only literary texts ahd 
documents written in the Hebrew language, but also other 
borrowed languages, including the European ones, in transcrip
tion. 

To be sure, Jews in late antiquity in the East and until the 
ninth century in the West did employ other scripts, particularly 
Greek, for their non-book records. This is attested by many 
documents and inscriptions, mostly funerary, found in Palestine 
and Egypt, and hundreds of inscriptions preserved mainly in 
Rome, but also in other areas in the Orient, like Syria and south 
Arabia, Asia Minor, the Greek islands and the Balkans, Italy, 
Sicily, Sardinia, Malta, Spain, France and even Germany. 2 Jn 
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I Jdlenistic, Roman and Byzantine Palestine the Jews sometimes 
used other Semitic scripts and languages for inscriptions and 
documents, and extensively Greek, but wrote their literary texts 
exclusively in the Hebrew language and script, as the Dead Sea 
I .ibrary clearly demonstrates. Both in Sassanian Babylonia and 
l~oman and Byzantine Palestine they composed their post
hiblical legal, exegetical and Midrashic literature in Hebrew 
dominated by adopted Aramaic dialects written in Hebrew 
characters. The Greek language and script were widely used in 
documents in Egypt, where Hellenized Jews like Philo of 
Alexandria composed their literary works in Greek, and also in 
funerary inscriptions found elsewhere in the East and the West, 
which reflect the Hellenization of the Jewish communities in all 
the areas around the Mediterranean. In the inscriptions surviving 
outside Palestine and its vicinities, Hebrew was rarely employed 
in late antiquity and the early Middle Ages, and its use was 
usually limited to short formulae, while Latin was used consid
erably in Italy, and elsewhere in Europe, as is attested, for 
instance, by the rare burial inscriptions found in France. 3 

However, surviving epigraphic records show that at the 
beginning of the Middle Ages Hebrew gradually replaced Greek 
and Latin in Christian countries, and since the central Middle 
Ages European Jews have used the Hebrew script exclusively 
for their epigraphic writings, as for literary texts and docu
ments. Charters and deeds of financial and property transactions 
between Jews and Gentiles, particularly quitclaims, preserved in 
England from the late twelfth century until the expulsion of the 
Jews in I 290, 4 and in Christian Spain, mainly Catalonia, from 
the eleventh century, 5 not only demonstrate the adherence of the 
Jews to their script and language, but reflect their lack of 
knowledge of Latin. These records are always bilingual and bi
scriptual. The detailed document is written in Latin (or, occasio
nally, in England, in Norman-French), accompanied sometimes 
by a duplicate record, but usually by a shorter version, or just 
an endorsement, or even only a signature, in Hebrew (see 
Figs. r and 2). 

Jn the countries of the Latin West some learned Jews must 
have been proficient in Latin in the late Middle Ages, as is 
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Fig . 1 London, British Library MS H arley hart. 43A, 6oA and B. 
Latin charter and its acco mpan ying Hebrew quitclaim of debt, Lincoln
sh.irc, 1232. 
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I 1g. 2 London, British Library M Harley hart. 770, 40. Hebrew 
q11 1tclai111 of land atta hed by a seal to a Latin charter, England, 1239. 

lcsti fied by the H ebrew tran lation of Latin works of philos

ophy, theology, m athem atics, as tronomy aJ1d medicine, made 

1110 tly in pain , Provence and Italy, as wel l as by the inA uence 

nf Western philosoph y, hri tian m ysti ism and va rious literary 

Ii l'nds which can be discerned in Hebrew li terature. Moreover, 

111 o uthern Ital y Jewish translators and philosophers were 
l lllployed by Frederick rr in icil y. They were associated w ith 

lhl' scholarly initiatives of the Angevin kings, harles I. and 

Hl bert of Anj u in N ap le , and translated Arabic texts into 

I .ttin for them. 6 H owever, lea rned Jews in m edieva l Christian 

Lu rope ap parentl y never employed the Latin script, nor did they 

use the Latin lang uage in Hebrew transcription. n the o ther 

h.1nd, from the eleventh century onwa rds Jews did employ 

1iccasionally, and in the late Middle Ages more extensively, the 

vernacular lang uages of their en vironments, transcribing them 

111 Hebrew characters. 
ld French, Provenc;:al , ata lan, a tilian , Spanish and 

Italian, Greek and particularl y O ld Hig h German were ass imil

.llcd by the Jews, 'Judaized ' and incorporated in to their Hebrew 

written texts. At first they were used in exegetica l, lexig raphica l 

.md halakhic works, which were interspersed w ith vernacular 

words primari ly to specify an object, and in bibli ca l g lossa ries 
.111d g lossed bibles. Then the vernacular languages were 
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exploited to cater to the needs of the masses and the less educated 
strata and provide them with complete translations of Hebrew 
biblical books, daily prayers, ethical, grammatical and medical 
treatises, and, later, even with popular literature originally 
composed in the vernaculars, but always rendered in Hebrew 
transcription. The earliest use of vernacular languages goes back 
to the eleventh century, a period from which very few Romance 
texts are extant, and thus serves as a most valuable source for 
the history of those languages. 7 

Things were different in the vast territories dominated by 
Islam. The remarkable diffusion of Arabic in the Middle East, 
North Africa and Spain did not bypass the Jews, who soon 
adopted Arabic in daily communication. Jewish scholars 
acquired a knowledge of Arabic literature, which became a 
storehouse for much of the world's knowledge and learning 
through translations of Greek, Syriac, Pahlavi and Hindi works. 
Learned Jews acquired the Arabic script and sometimes used it 
for commercial records and letters, 8 owned books by Muslim 
writers in Arabic, and in Spain occasionally even copied them, 9 

but would usually transliterate them in Hebrew characters, as 
they did while writing their own Hebrew literary texts. 
Moreover, they adopted Arabic as their main scholarly lan
guage, employing it in many important works of biblical and 
talmudic commentaries, Jewish law, philosophy, lexicography 
and sciences written in the countries under Muslim rule. 10 Yet, 
except for some early Jewish philosophers and scientists who 
published medical and astronomical works destined for the non
Jewish public in Arabic script, all those Judeo-Arabic works 
were written and disseminated in the Hebrew script. 11 

An exception were some of the Arabic works written by the 
Karaites, a rejected Jewish sect which came into being in the 
eighth century, denying talmudic tradition and teachings and 
adhering to the Hebrew Bible as the sole source of Jewish creed 
and law. Karaite Hebrew works were written in Hebrew script, 
and so were many of their Arabic works and documents. 
However, motivated by their hostility to the Rabbinical institu
tions and their quest for a distinct sectarian identity, certain 
circles in the tenth and eleventh centuries regularly wrote 
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Karaite Arabic works in Arabic script. Though they sometimes 
rendered Hebrew quotations in Hebrew characters, they even 
wrote biblical and liturgical Hebrew texts entirely in Arabic 
transcription. 12 

Thus, in the Middle Ages the Jews everywhere, in East and 
West, utilized the Hebrew script, from the ninth century rather 
exclusively, for written communication, documentation, legal 
proceedings and particularly for writing their literature and 
disseminating it, mainly in Hebrew, but also in other languages, 
especially Arabic. This remarkable phenomenon, together with 
the vast territorial dispersion of the Jews, turned a minor13 

marginal script and booklore into a geographically rather major 
one. From the viewpoint or extent and diffusion the Hebrew 
script was employed in the Middle Ages over a larger territorial 
range than the Greek, Latin or Arabic scripts, as Hebrew 
manuscripts and documents were produced within and across all 
these and other script zones. 

The paradoxically humble and obscure 'empire' of this mar
ginal Hebrew script and booklore naturally encompassed diversi
fied regional shapes, types and styles of the common script, the 
handwritten book and the scribal practices involved in its 
production. Medieval Hebrew books shared the same script, but 
were divided by different geo-cultural traditions of production, 
design and writing modes, strongly influenced by contacts with 
local dominating non-Jewish values and practices. l-Iebrew 
manuscripts indeed present a solid diversity of well differenti
ated script types, 14 technical practices, 15 and scribal designs, 
moulded by the different places where they were made. 
Moreover, they also bear witness to the mobility of Je\\rish 
scribes and copyists, who crossed political frontiers and cultural 
borders, carrying with them their native scripts and scribal 
practices, cultural heritage and artistic influences, and introduc
ing them into other areas. Systematic study of almost all the 
extant dated medieval Hebrew manuscripts 16 has revealed that 
about one-fifth of them were written by immigrant scribes, who 
retained their native type of script, 17 graphic habits and scribal 
formulas, while inevitably adopting local codicological practices 
such as writing materials, format, quiring and ruling 
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techniques. 18 In certain areas and periods the percentage of 
immigrant scribes was much higher, as in fifteenth-century 
Italy, where the manuscripts produced by scribes originating 
from Spain, Provence, northern France and Germany constitute 
nearly half the extant dated manuscripts. 

A striking illustration of these intricate circumstances of the 
employment of the Hebrew script and Jewish cross-cultural 
mobility is to be found in MS Oxford, Corpus Christi College 
133, a copy of a Hebrew prayer-book, produced in the twelfth 
century, or earlier, perhaps in Germany. On two pages which 
were left blank (fols.35or and 249v), a Jewish creditor living in 
England recorded payments made to him at the end of the 
twelfth century by various Englishmen, including three bishops, 
in areas extending from Bath to Norwich and from Exeter to 
Winchester. What is striking is that the records were written by 
the owner of this prayer-book of apparently German rite in 
Arabic, rendered in Hebrew characters, in a cursive Spanish
Andalusian type of script! 19 This manuscript, which mirrors the 
vicissitudes of unstable Jewish existence and demonstrates the 
complexity of Hebrew palaeography, may very well be found 
to contain the only document in Arabic in medieval England. 

About 70,000 handwritten Hebrew books, part of them 
incomplete and fragmentary, but many including several diffe
rent copies bound together, have survived to this day. They are 
kept in some six hundred national, state, public, municipal, 
university and monastic libraries and private collections all over 
the world. England can boast of having some of the finest and 
most important treasures of Hebrew manuscripts, mostly con
centrated in 'the golden triangle' of The British Library, Lon
don, the Bodleian Library, Oxford, and Cambridge University 
Library. 20 Not all those manuscripts are medieval. Many, 
perhaps up to half of them, are post-medieval, and part of them 
are late handwritten books, usually copies of unprinted texts. In 
addition, some r 50,000 medieval literary fragments were pre
served in the Cairo Geniza, in a store room for worn-out books 
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in the Ben Ezra synagogue of the Palestinian community in 
Fustat (old Cairo) and also partly in the Jewish cemetery there. 
The majority of these are kept in Cambridge University Li
brary. In recent years numerous remains of medieval European 
Hebrew books are being recovered in Italian archives, where 
sheets removed from disbound confiscated manuscripts were 
used as register bindings (see Fig.3). 21 Similarly, many other 
parchment fragments can be found in Latin manuscripts and 
printed books in various European collections, in which they 
served as fly-leaves, binding, or were pasted to the inner covers. 

This quantity of surviving Hebrew medieval books represents 
of course a very small portion of the entire book production of 
the Jewish people, which, due to its communal system of 
education, was generally literate. 22 The loss of most of the 
handwritten codices was not the consequence of historical 
conditions alone. Hebrew books were not only destroyed or 
abandoned through wanderings, emigration, persecution, pog
roms and expulsions, or confiscated and set on fire in Christian 
countries, particularly France and Italy, 23 but were foremost 
worn out by use. Unlike Latin, Greek and, to a certain degree, 
Arabic books, they were preserved neither in royal or aristocra
tic collections, nor in monasteries, mosques, religious or acade
mic institutions, but were privately owned for practical use, 
consultation and study. The discovery of the Cairo Geniza 
provided us with a tangible sample of the extent of book 
consumption among medieval Jews. The bulk of the fragments 
was stored over a period of about 250 years, between 1000 and 
I250, 

24 and constitutes the remains of some 30,000-40,000 

books which were used, worn out and buried by one sector of 
one Jewish community important as it was - in one city alone. 

Furthermore, the number of extant medieval codices and 
fragments, which adds up to over 100,000 copies, represents 
Hebrew book production of the last six centuries of the Middle 
Ages only. The revolutionary book form of the codex, which 
had already been promoted and spread by Christians in the first 
centuries of our era and had replaced the old form of the roll in 
areas around the Mediterranean from about 300, 25 was adopted 
by the Jews much later, as is shown both by findings and by 
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Fig.3 Ita lian registers covered by par hment leaves taken from Hebrew 
manuscripts. Bologna, Archi vo di Stato. o urtesy of Prof. M . Perani. 

literary and textual evidence. Between the ri ch finds of Hebrew 
books from late antiquity, namel y the Dead ea cro ll s and 
fragment from the Qumran caves and the Judean Desert of the 
Hellenistic and ea rl y Ro man period , and the ea rliest dated and 
datable surviving Hebrew codices, there is a sa lient gap of some 
eight hundred yea rs almost without extant witnesses o f the 
Hebrew book. N ot even one of the few dozen existing literary 
frag ments, dati11g fro m this lacuna, m ain! y papyri of the Byzan
tine period excavated in Egypt, derives from a codex. 26 

A ll references to books in the rich talmudic litera ture, bo th 
of Palestine and Babylonia, relate to scrolls, and o n! y a few 
isolated passages use metaphorica ll y the Greek term of pinax, 
apparentl y m eant to designate a concertina-like multi- p late 
writing device, m ore like a scroll than a codex. 27 O ther sca rce 
talmudic sources probably refer to documentary and perhaps 
also liturgical rolls which unfold vertica ll y, described as w ritten 
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'transversa charta' in Latin sources, and, following Lloyd Daly 
and Sir Eric Turner, are termed rotuli. The use of such rolls, as 
pharaonic, Ptolemaic, Hellenistic and Roman papyri show, was 
confined to documentary functions in antiquity and to a great 
extent in the early Middle Ages. 28 But, like the adoption of the 
rotulus format for Christian Byzantine liturgy in Greek and Latin 
from the ninth century, 29 and its partial use by Muslims in the 
Orient as early as the eighth century for copies of parts of the 
Koran and literary texts, 30 dozens of early Geniza literary and 
liturgical parchment fragments (and some later ones on paper) 
originate from rotulus books, 31 and may imply that this book 
format was employed by the Jews in the late transition period 
between the scroll and the codex. 

In fact, the earliest reference to the codex form in Jewish 
literature does not date before the end of the eighth or the 
beginning of the ninth century. Moreover, the earliest term 
designating a codex was borrowed from Arabic and persisted in 
the Orient for quite a long time. 32 Therefore it seems that the 
Jews in the East adopted the codex after the Arabic conquest, 
very likely not before the ninth century or a little earlier. 

This late adoption of the much more convenient, capacious, 
durable, easy to store, carry about, open and refer to book form 
can be explained by assuming that the Jews adhered to the 
rollbook in order to differ from the Christians, who first used 
the codex for disseminating the New Testament and the trans
lated Old Testament. Indeed, the Sefer Tora, the Pentateuch used 
for liturgical readings in synagogues, and some other biblical 
books, are written to this day on scrolls. But the late employ
ment of the codex may very well reflect the basically oral nature 
of the transmission of Hebrew post-biblical, talmudic and 
midrashic literature, which is explicitly testified by some 
sources, and implied by the literary structures and patterns, 
mnemonic devices and diversified versions of this literature. 

Indeed, the earliest extant, explicitly dated Hebrew codices 
were written at the beginning of the tenth century, 33 all of them 
in the Middle East. From the eleventh century onwards dated 
manuscripts have survived from Italy and the Maghreb, while 
those produced in the Iberian peninsula, France, Germany, 
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England and Byzantium date from the twelfth century onwards. 
Until the thirteenth century their number is rather small, 
particularly outside the Middle East, but it grows, thereafter, 
reaching a peak in the fifteenth century, during which about half 
the dated codices produced until 1 540 originated. 34 Thus, the 
history of the medieval Hebrew book and Hebrew medieval 
palaeography is inescapably confined to the late Middle Ages. 
The dated manuscripts, which comprise about one tenth of the 
extant medieval books, and the undated ones, which can be 
located and approximately dated through the typology drawn 
from the dated manuscripts, furnish us with solid knowledge of 
the crystallized types of book scripts, scribal practices and 
codicological techniques of the late Middle Ages. Though we 
do have significant information on the earlier stages of book 
production and script in the Orient, we lack such knowledge 
concerning the formative period elsewhere. 

In compensation for this drawback of Hebrew medieval 
palaeography and codicology, the manuscripts supply us with 
much more precise and first-hand information regarding book 
production than do Latin manuscripts. The proportion of expli
citly dated copies is much higher among Hebrew manuscripts. 
Their scribes provide far more information in their colophons, 
usually indicating their name and the names of those who 
commissioned the copying, specifying the locality where the 
copy was made in about half of the dated manuscripts, and 
occasionally letting us know their fees, copying speed, the 
quality of their models and their critical ways of reproducing the 
text. 

Above all, Hebrew medieval handwritten books reflect not 
only the multi-faceted, marginal Jewish culture, but also scribal 
traditions, technical practices, principles of book design and 
calligraphic fashions of the major and some minor civilizations 
and cultures in the East and the West. They bear witness to 
medieval cross-cultural contacts, influences and inspiration, and 
to a shared heritage, not only by their technique, design, 
aesthetic values, calligraphic style, decoration and illumination, 
but also by their contents and languages. They disseminated 
many Latin, Greek and Arabic philosophical and scientific 
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works and even the popular literature of various countries in 
Hebrew translations, 35 as well as Arabic, Persian and European 
vernacular texts transcribed in Hebrew script. Bridging between 
East and West, between Islam and Christianity, between Arabic, 
Latin, Greek, as well as Coptic, Syriac, Persian, Armenian and 
Slavic booklore, Hebrew manuscripts may very well prove a 
useful tool for intercultural study and comparative palaeography 
and codicology. 

In the following lectures I shall present before you the various 
types and modes of medieval Hebrew book script and some 
designs and codicological features of Hebrew manuscripts, 
comparing them to Latin, Arabic and Greek writings, book 
design and techniques and indeed pointing out their noticeable 
influences. However, one should not entirely rule out the 
possibility that contemporarily shared or similar writing styles 
and technical practices of book production in different cultures 
of the same area do not necessarily mean intercultural scribal 
borrowing, but might have been independent outcomes of 
common aesthetic and technical impulses of the ZeitR,eist. Were 
there actually contacts between Jewish and non-Jewish scribes 
during the Middle Ages? 

In the Muslim territories, where Jews used the Arabic lan
guage extensively and occasionally its script, and owned, com
missioned and even sometimes copied Arabic manuscripts, 
direct scribal contacts were most likely inevitable, though we 
do not seem to have explicit evidence of scribal association 
between Jews and Muslims. Paradoxically, in the Christian 
countries, where Jews never used the Latin script, copied or 
owned Latin manuscripts, except as pawns, and were socially 
secluded and often persecuted, we do have some tangible 
evidence of immediate contacts between Hebrew and Latin 
scribes and book artists. These striking testimonies demonstrate 
more than merely scribal contacts. In fact, they reflect scribal 
association and cooperation which might modify the common 
image of the cultural ties between Jews and Christians in the 
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Middle Ages, and I should like to introduce some of those 
testimonies before concluding my introduction. I shall start with 
the earliest example, dating back to the Carolingian period. 

As I have implied, no dated or datable finds of Hebrew books 
or documentary scripts clearly originating in the zone of the 
Latin West have survived from periods before the late eleventh 
century. However, by sheer luck I have come across a very 
short, but most rewarding, record of Hebrew writing from 
ninth-century France in an unexpected source. MS 407 of the 
Municipal Library ofLaon (France) is a Latin manuscript which 
contains copies of episcopal epistles, mainly written by Hinc
mar, the Bishop of Rheims (c. 806-882), Charles the Bald's most 
important political adviser, or sent to him by Popes, archbishops 
and synods, as well as correspondence between Charles the 
Great and Charles the Bald and their contemporary Popes. 36 On 
the upper margin of one written page (see Fig.4) and on another 
page left blank in the manuscript, ten Hebrew words, compris
ing the beginning of a biblical verse, a post-biblical word and a 
conflation of two other memorized biblical verses, were neatly 
written by a qualified, undoubtedly Jewish, hand. 37 The manu
script, written by a professional scribe, was Hincmar's own 
copy, or a copy authorized by him, as is evident from some 
marginal notes in his own hand. However, like many other 
ninth-century manuscripts in the Laon Municipal Library, it had 
most probably belonged to the library of Charles the Bald, and 
after his death in 877 was donated to the cathedral of Laon, the 
capital of the Carolingian kings since the time of Charles the 
Bald, where it was kept until the French revolution38. There
fore, it is most unlikely that such a prestigious royal and clerical 
book would have ever been possessed by a Jew, even a pawn
broker. The only possible circumstances which could have 
enabled a Jew to neatly jot Hebrew writing in such a highly 
official copy must have involved the intimate association of a 
Jewish scribe, or, more likely, a scholar, either with Hincnpr's 
scribal circle, or more probably, with Charles the Bald's library 
or court. This modest record, which gives us our only example, 
poor as it is, of'Carolingian' Hebrew writing, may also provide 
additional evidence of Jews employed by Charles the Bald. 39 
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Such an association of learned Jews with Christian clergy or 
literate royalty is not surprising. 'The scholars of the eighth and 
ninth centuries', wrote B. Smalley in her renowned work The 
Study of the Bible in the Middle Ages, 'had laid down the two lines, 
"questioning" patristic authorities, and studying Hebrew, on 
which medieval exegesis would develop'. 40 That Christian scho
lars studied Hebrew, inevitably from Jews, consulted Jewish 
scholars, drew from Jewish sources and even used Hebrew 
manuscripts, mostly biblical, is widely attested by many Christ
ian exegetical texts as well as Hebrew manuscripts glossed in 
Latin and Hebrew-Latin glossaries. 41 At the end of the Middle 
Ages Christian interest in Hebrew sources went beyond biblical 
exegesis and polemic theology when humanists in Italy and 
Germany became familiar with other facets of Hebrew litera
ture, such as the Kabbala, and even commissioned copies of 
various Hebrew texts. 42 But only in England can we find 
tangible evidence that these interests of Christian scholars 
involved cooperation between Hebrew and Latin scribes. This 
striking collaboration is manifested by some dozen bilingual and 
bi-scriptual biblical manuscripts, mostly Psalters, all of them 
kept, or formerly kept, in English collections, particularly in 
Corpus Christi College in Oxford. In these remarkable manu
scripts, the majority of which are written from left to right, as 
a Latin codex, the Hebrew text was usually copied first. The 
Latin version of the Vulgate or the Gallican, and in some of the 
Psalters also the Hebraica of St Jerome, was usually written in 
the margins in parallel columns, and a new Latin translation, 
known as the Superscriptio Lincolniensis, was usually inserted as 
an interlinear gloss to the Hebrew, attempting to render the 
Hebrew version literally (see Fig.5). The new translation, at least 
that of the Psalms, was initiated by Robert Grosseteste, the 
Bishop of Lincoln, 43 and is assumed to have been prepared by 
some unknown English Franciscans with Jewish assistance after 
1235. 44 In a few other manuscripts, mainly Psalters of English 
provenance, the Hebrew text alone was copied, accompanied by 
Latin and French gloss, giving transliterations and French or 
Latin equivalents of Hebrew words. 45 Some of the bilingual 
manuscripts display a distinctive and rather peculiar style of 
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Hebrew Ashkenazic square script, and might have been pro
duced entirely by Christian scribes, though it is hardly likely 
that non-Jewish scribes were so well trained and qualified in 
writing Hebrew as to adopt all kinds of intimate scribal and 
graphic practices (such as devices for producing even left mar
gins and other para-scriptual elements, placement of catchwords 
and even scribal formulas). The Hebrew texts in other manu
scripts are undoubtedly written by typical Jewish hands. 46 

Whether the Hebrew in these copies was produced by Jewish 
converts who were regularly employed by Christian scholars to 
write Hebrew, as was suggested by Smalley, 47 or by enlisting 
the services of Jewish scribes, is a matter which cannot be 
resolved, nor can the question of whether the Hebrew in the 
other manuscripts was indeed produced by Christians who 
skillfully and intimately acquired knowledge of Hebrew writ
ing. Whatever the answers to these puzzles, these manuscripts 
attest to actual collaboration between Hebrew and Latin scribes 
and to shared book production in thirteenth-century England. 

The Hebrew writing in an earlier Hebrew-Latin Psalter from 
St Augustine's in Canterbury, rediscovered by Lieftinck in 
Leiden University, and dated to the middle of the twelfth 
century, was clearly written by a non-Jew in a peculiar and 
somehow artificial script. 48 However, this entirely Christian 
manuscript exhibits a striking manifestation of intercultural 
scribal creativity in some of the initials of its Hebrew text, which 
were cunningly manipulated so as to playfully represent both 
the Hebrew and the equivalent Latin letters (see PLATE II and 
Fig.6). 

In a rather similar way, Latin letters were used in a Hebrew 
manuscript of a later period and different area. In 1420, Gershon 
hen Hizkiah, a Provern;:al author and scribe, produced a neat 
copy of his own work, a rhymed medical manual which he had 
composed two years earlier while in prison. Only the first two 
quires of this autograph copy, preserved in the Bibliotheque 
nationale in Paris, hebr. 1196, were decorated. All the decorated 
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initial words or letters in the first quire are executed in Latin 
characters, transliterating the Hebrew letters, and two of them 
were vocalized in Hebrew vowel signs (see PLATE III). 49 

The intercultural significance of this unique example of Latin 
script incorporated conspicuously into a Hebrew manuscript 
copied by a Jewish scribe is reinforced by the Andalusian type 
of the Hebrew cursive script, strongly influenced by Arabic 
calligraphy, which was employed by the author-scribe in Prove
nce, that crossroad of cultures and languages, from where so 
many Hebrew translations, both from Latin and Arabic, 
emerged from the twelfth century. 

It seems that this manuscript does not demonstrate a cross
cultural phenomenon, but more likely intercultural scribal 
cooperation. The fact that only one quire was decorated in this 
way implies that the decorated initial Latin letters were not 
executed by the Hebrew scribe, but rather by Gentile artists, like 
the illuminations and illustrations of a considerable part of the 
illuminated Hebrew manuscripts produced in the West, which 
must have been made by non-Jewish artists. 

To be sure, many illuminated, and most of the decorated, 
Hebrew manuscripts were executed by Jewish scribes and 
artists, some of them known to us by name. Their styles, 
motives and even iconography clearly dominated by those of 
Arabic decorated manuscripts in the East and Latin illuminated 
books in the West, and apart from the unique application of 
elaborate micrography for decorating and illustrating, 50 they do 
not disclose a distinctive independent Jewish art. But apart from 
borrowing and adapting the art of illuminating books from the 
artists around them, it is assumed that Jewish scribes, and 
mainly those who commissioned or owned books in the West, 
sometimes entrusted the illumination and particularly the illus
tration to the hands of Christian artists. 51 Art historians would 
sometimes not even hesitate to identify the illumination of a 
Hebrew manuscript as a product of a specific known Christian 
artist or his atelier. 52 

I should like to refer to two cases which clearly attest to such 
an intercultural collaboration. The first relates to early 
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thirteenth-century Germany, the second to the late fifteenth
century Renaissance in northern Italy. 

Cod. Hehr. 5 of the Bavarian State Library in Munich, a 
collection of biblical commentaries written in I232/3, probably 
in the vicinity of Wiirzburg, is most probably the earliest 
illuminated Hebrew codex to have survived from the West. 
Recentlv, Robert Suckale has noticed faded instructions for the 
illustrat~r inscribed in Latin on the margin of two illustrations. 53 

Needless to say such an instruction in Latin must have been 
intended for a Christian artist. I have recently been able to 
observe tangible traces left by such a division of production in 
one of the most spectacular of Hebrew manuscripts, the Roth
schild Miscellany, now kept ir. the Israel Museum in Jerusalem. 
This stupendous codex, which contains virtually a whole library 
of some dozens works, biblical, liturgical, halakhic, as well as lay 
literature, is surely the most extensively illustrated :Hebrew 
book. Written in northern Italy after 1453 and before 1479/80, 
in Ashkenazic types of script, it was richly decorated and 
illustrated by hundreds of miniatures. That the artists who 
executed the illustrations were not Jewish is evident from the 
vestiges of unusual numbering of the illustrations within each 
illustrated quire, which must have served as guiding instructions 
for the artists and perhaps referred to parallel numbering in a 
model, or was used for the calculation of the artists' fees. While 
numerals in Hebrew writings, including signatures of quires, arc 
always rendered in the Hebrew alphabetical system, the illustra
tions in the Rothschild Miscellany arc numbered in Indian
Arabic numerals, used in Latin writing. The numbering of 
prospective or executed illustrations must have been done by 
a Christian artist, as the surviving numerals in one quire run 
from left to right, Latinwise. Indeed, in all three miniatures 
depicting scribes in the manuscript, the scribe is writing from 
left to right! (Fig. 7). Furthermore, it is possible that even the 
thousands of initial words were gilded in the same Christian 
atelier which produced the illustrations. This can be concluded 
from those cases where the scribe did not notice his own minute 
marginal inscriptions and failed to execute the initial words or 
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titles. The mlssmg words were written directly in gold in a 
crude and untrained Hebrew writing, probably by a non-Jewish 
decorator. 54 

Let me conclude my introduction by mentioning an entirely 
Latin manuscript, the Castilian Bible of the Duke of Alba, which 
mirrors the cross-cultural role which Jewish scholars played in 
Christian countries. This example does not perhaps represent 
Hebrew-Latin scribal cooperation as much as Jewish-Christian 
scholarly collaboration, which produced an actual book. This 
extraordinary manuscript contains a Spanish translation of the 
Hebrew Bible and a commentary prepared by Moses Arragcl, a 
Jewish scholar from Guadalajara, who was assigned to this job 
by the Grand Master of the Order of Calatrava in Toledo, and 
was assisted by two scholars of the Franciscan Order of Toledo. 
Arragel completed his translation and commentary in T 430. By 
rendering this date in his colophon in four parallel eras the 
Christian, the Spanish, the Jewish and the Muslim - he echoed 
the multi-cultural reality of Spain at that time. The present copy 
is richly illustrated by Christian Toledan artists, but many 
illustrations betray Jewish exegetical and midrashic elements 
which must have been furnished by Moses Arragel. 55 In his 
recent study of the codicological and palaeographical aspects of 
the Duke of Alba's Castilian Bible, Adriaan Keller has noticed 
an extraordinary phenomenon, which may disclose the influence 
of Hebrew writing practice or even the participation of Jewish 
scribes in the production of the manuscript: the Latin letters are 
not written as usual on top of the ruled lines, but, like the 
Hebrew letters, below them!56 

The relationships between non-Jews and Jews, particularly 
between Western Christianity and Judaism, were often violent, 
brutal and destructive. Yet they were also culturally fertile, 
stimulating and enriching, as these examples from the domain 
of book production attest. In the following lectures we shall 
discuss further manifestations of sharing and influences in styles 
of script, codicological practices, and book and text design. 
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The Art of Writing and the Craft 
of Bookmaking 

ANY PRESENTATION of the diversified types of Hebrew script, 
as well as the making of medieval Hebrew manuscripts, is 
bound to be related to and shaped by the division of the main 
civilizations within which Jewish scribes and producers of books 
were active. Any attempt to classify the various styles and 
characteristics of Hebrew handwritten books turns out to cor
respond geographically to the territorial zones of the dominating 
religions, cultures and scripts at the time of the formation and 
crystallization of the Hebrew codex around the ninth and tenth 
centuries. 

The distinctive calligraphic and codicological Hebrew tradi
tions cluster in accordance with the three main literate medieval 
civilizations which flourished around the Mediterranean basin 
Islam and its Arabic script, Western Christendom and its Latin 
script, and Byzantine Christianity and its Greek script. The 
geographical distribution of those distinctive characteristics cor
responds to the geo-political orbits oflslam, the Latin West and 
Byzantium during the formative periods of the Hebrew codex. 
The division between the Jewish traditions generally persisted 
until the end of the Middle Ages, not\\r:ithstanding major 
changes in the en corn passing geo-political structure and cultural 
domination. 
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Thus, Jewish scribal fashions and practices can be grouped 
into three basic branches. The first is the branch of writing and 
bookmaking practised in the territories under Muslim rule in the 
East as well as in the West, which basically shared the same 
archetypes of script, ductus and the reed as a writing instrument, 
and were strongly influenced by Arabic calligraphy and book 
production. The second branch includes writing and book 
production in the territories of Western Europe which shared 
the same archetypes of script, ductus and the quill as a writing 
instrument, and shows a resemblance to the styles and ductus 
of Latin scripts and Western booklore. The third is the branch 
of writing and bookcraft in the areas of the Byzantine Empire 
before its decline, which seem to have been influenced by Greek 
script and Byzantine booklore. 

Hebrew book script and production under Islamic domination 
is clearly divisible into two palaeographical and codicological 
entities, an Eastern and a Western. The Eastern Islamic entity, 
which we term Oriental, gathers together the Hebrew manu
scripts produced in the Near East and Central Asia, within the 
present boundaries oflran, Uzbekistan, Iraq, east Turkey, Syria, 
Lebanon, Israel and the West Bank, Egypt, Yemen and Libya, 
which, at the time when the Hebrew codex was being formed, 
were all contained in one political unit under the Abbasid 
Caliphate. In general, as far as script is concerned, one notices 
some differences between the eastern part of the Orient and the 
western one, encompassing Syria, Palestine and Egypt, which 
may have developed since the late tenth century, when these 
countries were ruled by the Fatimid dynasty. 

Western Islamic Jewish booklore includes the Iberian penin
sula and the Maghreb - present Morocco, Algeria and Tunisia 
- which, with the exception of the northern part of Spain, were 
under Muslim rule, that of the Umayyad Kingdom in Spain, 
and of the Aghlabids in North Africa, during the formation 
period. We designate this Jewish scribal entity by the term 
Sefardic. 1 The Sefardic type of scripts and codicological practices 
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was not materially changed by later political and cultural trans
formations in Spain. Not only did the Sefardic book tradition 
persist after the reconquest of Muslim Spain by the Christians, 
but, paradoxically, it was adopted by the Jews of Christian 
northern Spain, after the beginning of the reconquista in the late 
eleventh century. Certainly, there are no extant manuscripts 
explicitly produced in Christian Spain before the twelfth century 
to attest to a shift from a non-Sefardic to a Sefardic booklore. 
However, as far as script can reflect such a shift, surviving 
documents written in Catalonia before and after the reconquest 
of Muslim Spain show that up to the late eleventh century their 
scripts resemble those employed in Hebrew documents from 
England and in later manuscripts from France and Germany. 
After the reconquista from the end of the eleventh century 
onwards, their scripts were gradually replaced by the Sefardic 
types of Muslim Spain. 2 

Moreover, the Christian reconquest of Muslim Spain and the 
political integration of most of the Jewish communities within 
the Iberian peninsula brought about the diffusion of Sefardic 
booklore across the Pyrenees, where it prevailed in the regions 
of Provence and Bas-Languedoc. Following the political incor
poration of a large part of Provence into Catalonia at the 
beginning of the twelfth century, and the arrival of scholars who 
fled from Andalusia after the Almohad invasion and the destruc
tion of Jewish centres in the middle of the twelfth century, 
Provence was incorporated into the Scfardic scribal entity, as it 
was culturally integrated with Spanish Jewry in general. Conse
quently, Hebrew manuscripts produced in the entire Iberian 
Peninsula, North Africa, Provence and Bas-Langucdoc in south
ern France shared the same type of scripts and technical practices 
of book production in the late Middle Ages. 

Though the Oriental and Sefardic entities of the Islamic 
branch have much in common in graphic style and book design, 
particularly in their use of parchment codices, each has distinc
tive types of scripts and entirely different codicological practices. 
The Eastern zone of the Islamic branch is less influenced by 
Arabic calligraphy, but shows a stronger affinity to Arabic 
Oriental techniques, such as methods of processing the writing 
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material, quiring and ruling, and book design and decoration. 
Both Arabic and Hebrew early booklores, particularly those 
associated with Koranic and biblical codices, seem to have been 
influenced by Oriental Christian, Syriac, and perhaps Coptic, 
practices, but this requires more systematic study. 

The parchment of Hebrew manuscripts produced in the 
Orient is the same glossy parchment used in Arabic manu
scripts, with sides equalized by almost completely removing the 
follicles and grains on the hair side, but remaining distinguish
able mainly by the difference in colours. 3 The paper widely used 
by Oriental Jewish scribes since the eleventh century was, 
naturally, the Arabic paper produced in the Orient from the 
second half of the eighth century until the end of the Middle 
Ages, at which point Arabic papermaking drastically declined 
and was replaced by cheaper imported Italian paper. 4 Conse
quently, Oriental Hebrew and Arabic manuscripts share the 
same types of paper, characterized by the visible effects of the 
moulding technology of flexible, non-metal wires, glossiness, 
frequent appearance of two layers stuck together, absence of 
chain lines, or else grouped chain lines which vary according to 
regions and periods. 5 Like Arabic manuscripts, Hebrew codices 
from the Orient were usually constructed of quires of five folded 
sheets (ten leaves), except for Persia and its surroundings, where 
quires were usually made of four bifolia (eight leaves). Like 
Arabic codices, Hebrew parchment manuscripts were ruled with 
hard point, unfolded sheet by sheet, always on the flesh-side, 
while many paper manuscripts were ruled mechanically by a 
ruling-board device, a mastara, both techniques not practised 
outside the Orient. 6 

The Western part of the Islamic branch, the Sefardic group
ing, is more strongly influenced by Arabic scripts, particularly 
in the development of cursive and current modes of writing. In 
the absence of any codicological study of Arabic manuscripts 
produced in Muslim Spain and North Africa, it is impossible to 
know at this stage whether the Sefardic manuscripts shared their 
technical practices, or whether the Sefardic practices rather drew 
on or were linked to the techniques of Latin Visigothic manu
scripts, as a recent study of their ruling implies. The peculiar 
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ruling technique that prevails in many Hebrew Sefardic parch
ment manuscripts, that of ruling each pair of successive leaves 
with hard point (on the hair side), 7 has recently been found to 
characterize Latin manuscripts produced by Arabized Christians 
in Muslim Spain and in Toledo after its reconquest by the Arabs 
in 1085,8 and apparently also Visigothic manuscripts produced 
in Christian Spain before the twelfth century. 9 

The other main branch of Hebrew booklore is that encompassed 
by the territories dominated by Christianity in Western Europe 
and by the Latin script, prevailing in northern France, medieval 
Germany, England and Italy. This Jewish scribal branch is 
clearly split into two entities - that of the areas extending north 
and east from the Alps, and that of the Italian peninsula. 

Though certain variations in the style and shapes of script and 
in some codicological features can be discerned between manu
scripts produced in France and Germany, and apparently also 
England, they all cluster into one scribal entity which we term 
Ashkenazic. 10 The consolidated Ashkenazic scribal entity is 
probably rooted in the Carolingian period, as its wide sphere 
corresponds, Rrosso modo, to the territories embraced by the 
Empire of Charles the Great, which unified the continental 
Catholic countries at the beginning of the ninth century. Eng
land was naturally a later insular extension of this continental 
tradition, as its Jewish population originated mostly in northern 
France and settled there following the Norman Conquest. 
Gradual migration of Jews from Germany eastward extended 
the Ashkenazic scribal entity to central and Slavic Eastern 
Europe in the late Middle Ages. 

Italian manuscripts, as early as the earliest dated ones of the 
eleventh century, exhibit distinctive scripts as well as scribal and 
technical characteristics within the Occidental branch of Hebrew 
booklore. At the time of formation the Ashkenazic script, 
particularly in the Rhineland, may have evolved from the Italian 
type, which most probably was imported by the influential 
Italian scholars who settled there in the ninth century. At a later 



stage, it is obvious that Ashkenazic styles of script inspired 
Italian writings. As from the end of the thirteenth century Italian 
scripts show an Ashkenazic influence, which later extended to 
some scribal practices as well, following the massive settlement 
of German and French Jews in northern Italy at the end of the 
fourteenth century. The peculiar Italian entity within the Occi
dental branch must also have been forged by the practices and 
writing styles of the important Jewish cultural centers of Byzan
tine southern Italy, which flourished particularly in Apulia since 
the ninth century. Future study of early undated Italian manu
scripts may very well reveal their affinity to the Greek script and 
Byzantine practices of southern Italy. 

The Occidental branch, especially the Ashkenazic entity, dis
plays a clear affinity to styles of Latin script, in particular to 
Gothic fashions. As to technical aspects of book production, it 
is rather premature to specify the extent of similarity and 
discrepancy between Hebrew and Latin codices because of the 
lack of a comprehensive geochronological codicological typol
ogy of Latin manuscripts, particularly of the late Middle Ages. 11 

However, thanks to the partial characterization of Latin practi
ces, mainly in certain periods and regions, already carried out, it 
seems that while Ashkenazic manuscripts share with Latin ones 
the nature of the parchment 12 and the common quiring custom 
of four bifolia (eight leaves in a regular gathering), their 
pricking13 and ruling techniques do not correspond to those of 
Latin manuscripts. Where they do correspond, as in the replace
ment of relief ruling by coloured ruling, and particularly the 
shift from dry point to plummet as a ruling instrument, it is 
evident that the appearance of such shared practices did not 
coincide chronologically. 

The case of the employment of plummet for ruling is illumi
nating, since it dearly demonstrates that Jewish scribes indeed 
borrowed this new technology which was introduced into Latin 
manuscripts as early as the eleventh century, 14 but after some 
lapse of time. Though plummet had already been used occasio-
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nally in Ashkenazic manuscripts at the end of the twelfth 
century, it was consistently employed only from the last third 
of the thirteenth, replacing the relief or blind ruling made by 
hard point as the regular ruling practice around 1300. 15 That 
Jewish scribes followed the Latin ones is evident not only from 
the very lateness of the use of plummet, but from literary 
sources which show that the new technique had been well 
known among Jews as early as the twelfth century, but was 
rejected because of halakhic considerations. As the Pentateuch 
Scroll, the ritual Sefer Tora, has to be ruled according to the 
Jewish law, the introduction of the plummet as a colour ruling 
instrument in the Latin West posed a halakhic question as to 
whether such a ruling technique might be implemented in 
producing ritual scrolls. This possibility was totally dismissed 
by German, French and Provern;al rabbis. 16 Since the halakhic 
law of ruling applied to most kinds of texts, the plummet was 
avoided by scribes when ruling codices, and adopted only much 
later. 

Coloured ruling in ink, which had been practised by Latin 
scribes since the twelfth century, 17 was never employed by 
Jewish scribes outside Italy. Only Hebrew manuscripts pro
duced in northern Italy arc found to have been ruled in ink, 
usually the horizontal lines alone, while the vertical boundary 
lines arc ruled by plummet, but not before the 142os. 18 The 
characteristics of the quiring, layout and ruling techniques of 
fifteenth-century Italian Hebrew books fully match those found 
by Albert Dcrolez in his comprehensive codicological study of 
1200 humanist Latin parchment manuscripts produced in Italy. 19 

However, this complete sharing of technical practices and book 
design by Hebrew and Latin scribes in the same region and time 
does not necessarily reflect the influence of Latin book produc
tion on the Hebrew in Renaissance Italy, or the extent of the 
well-attested cultural integration of Italian Jewry within Christ
ian society. It is more likely to be the consequence of the 
commercialization and mass production of ready-made and 
often pre-ruled quires. 

I propose such an assumption in order to explain the striking 
phenomenon that more than half the dated Italian manuscripts 
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ruled in ink were written in Ashkenazic and Sefardic types of 
script by immigrant scribes from Germany, France, Provence 
and Spain, where such a ruling was never used. I suggest it also· 
to account for the fact that most of the manuscripts produced in 
Italy by immigrant scribes are constructed in quires of five 
bifolia (ten leaves), the typical Italian quire composition, hardly 
practised in Germany and France, and only occasionally 
employed in Spain and Provence. 20 Such an assumption is 
indeed confirmed by inventory lists of fifteenth-century Italian 
stationers, such as that published by Albinia de la Mare, 21 in 
which ruled quires are explicitly mentioned. Albert Derolez has 
suggested that this mass pre-ruling must have been executed 
mechanically by some ruling device, 22 and Peter Gumbert has 
shown, on the basis of the pricking and the group forms of 
horizontal lines, that such an instrument, probably a rake, was 
in fact used. 23 

The third branch of Hebrew booklore, which seems to be 
represented by a single homogeneous scribal entity, is the 
Byzantine. In several ways, in its style of writing, various scribal 
practices and codicological techniques, this entity formed a 
bridge between East and West, bearing witness to the influence 
of both major branches of Hebrew booklore. The impact of 
Greek script and its offshoots, such as early Slavonic and 
Glagolitic, on styles of Hebrew writing in the territories of the 
late Byzantine Empire before its decline has not yet been 
studied. Here again, a distinctive type of script, which is known 
to us from letters and documents dating from the early eleventh 
century preserved in the Cairo Geniza, together with character
istic technical habits, persisted despite political changes and the 
shrinking of the Byzantine Empire. Thus, Hebrew manuscripts 
produced until the end of the Middle Ages in the areas of the 
Greek islands and the Balkan peninsula, Asia Minor, Crimea and 
the western Caucasus display a common type of scripts, book 
design, graphic and technical practices, and copying formulas. 

The lack of early localized Byzantine manuscripts prevents us 
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from knowing whether the codicological features of Byzantine 
Greek book production in the east and in southern Italy between 
900 and 1200, as presented by Jean Irigoin and Julien Leroy, 24 

characterized early Hebrew manuscripts as well. The absence of 
a typological study of later Byzantine book production also 
prevents the comparison of Hebrew, Greek and Slavic practices. 
However, the crude pen decorations, particularly the drawings 
of bizarre birds decorating catchwords which characterize 
Byzantine Hebrew manuscripts, are very similar to those found 
in Greek, particularly Balkanic, and Slavonic manuscripts, and 
imply further shared customs. 25 

Hence, Hebrew medieval booklore may be classified into five 
main geo-cultural entities: Ashkenazic, Italian, Byzantine, 
Sefardic and Oriental. Medieval lists or inventories of hand
written books possessed or inherited by private owners, book 
dealers or synagogues, as early as the eleventh century in Egypt, 
and in fifteenth-century Italy, where many manuscripts written 
in non-Italian hands were produced or brought in by German, 
French, Proven~al and Spanish immigrants, explicitly attest that 
medieval users of books discerned more geographically specific 
types of script within our consolidated typology. Those book 
lists refer, for instance, to 'Iraqi script'26 in the Orient, distin
guish between 'German' and 'French' script, 27 and particularly 
specify regional scripts of the Sefardic zone, namely, 
'Maghrebic', 28 'Catalan'29 and 'Proven~al'30 writings. We may 
also notice regional variations of some codicological practices 
and particularly of writing styles within the overall group
ings of Ashkenazic, Sefardic, and Oriental. Yet we still lack 
systematic studies and a solid methodology which would sub
stantiate differentiation between regional variants of these script 
types. However, conspicuous local peculiarities of script, and of 
some scribal practices, fully justify the singling out of two 
Oriental sub-entities, that of Iran and its neighbours, such as 
Uzbekistan, which we shall term Persian-type, and that of South 
Arabia, designated as Yemenite-type. 
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Before examining the different types of Hebrew book script 
it is essential to draw attention to a fundamental operational 
structure of this script. Hebrew medieval script could be execu
ted in three modes or grades: the square, the semi-cursive (or 
medium) and the cursive. The entirely rectangular forms of 
most of the letters in the square mode of most types is 
unparalleled in other Oriental or Western scripts, but may very 
well be compared to some early species of them: the angular 
square forms of the Estrangela type of the Syriac script;31 a 
certain style of the I:-lijazi type32 and the early Kufic type of the 
Arabic script, 33 particularly that employed in inscriptions;34 the 
Greek Capitals or Uncial, particularly the so-called Biblical, 35 

and the Latin square Capitals of early Roman majuscule script. 36 

The semi-cursive mode can be compared to the Arabic Mashq37 

or Naskhi scripts, 38 or to the media grade of Latin scripts, 
according to Julian Brown's terminology implemented by 
Michelle Brown. 39 'Semi-cursive' (or 'medium') is a more 
appropriate term than the common misleading usage of 'Rabbi
nic', a term coined by western Christian scholars in the sixteenth 
century which has persisted to this day. 40 

The fundamentally threefold operational quality of the medie
val Hebrew book scripts was already observed and defined in 
the early twelfth century by one of the greater talmudic scholars 
in Spain. 41 To some degree it corresponds to the threefold 
classification of the Latin Gothic script suggested by Lieftinck -
the textualis, hybrida and cursiva levels of execution, 42 and to 
extended application of this classification to Latin scripts in 
general, termed Jormata, media and currens by Julian Brown. 43 

The three modes were simultaneously employed in most of 
the geo-cultural entities and types of script. Only in the Sefardic 
territories did a fully current cursive develop. By the twelfth 
century, it was already elaborated to such a degree that the 
Sefardic type of script has to be classified into a fourfold mode 
- square, semi-cursive, cursive and current cursive. In other 
types of script, like the Ashkenazic and the Italian, current 
cursive writing emerged only in the sixteenth century, while the 
Oriental script never really acquired such a mode, and its 
development in the post-Middle Ages was the result of the 
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diffusion of Sefardic scripts around the Mediterranean basin 
following the expulsion of the Jews from Spain and Portugal at 
the end of the fifteenth century. Following the settlement of 
expelled Spanish Jews in Italy, and particularly in Greece, the 
Balkans, Turkey, Syria, Palestine and Egypt, and their intellec
tual domination, the medieval typology of the Hebrew script 
was shaken and reshaped under the strong impact of Sefardic 
scripts on the local ones. Later migrations of many marranos, 
crypto-Jews from Spain and particularly Portugal, to the 
Netherlands, Hamburg, and southern France, introduced the 
Scfardic writings even into Ashkenaz. It seems that gradually a 
new type of scripts evolved all over the Ottoman Empire, a 
mixture of the Sefardic, the Oriental, and Byzantine types, that 
may be called an Ottoman type of Hebrew script. 

The differences between the modes of each type of script 
basically involve the number of strokes required in producing 
the shape of a letter. The letters of the square scripts arc formed 
by many more strokes than those of the semi-cursive ones; those 
of the cursive scripts are executed by an even smaller number of 
strokes, while the num her of strokes is reduced to one for most 
letters in the current cursive shapes. 44 However, cursiveness was 
not always achieved by reducing the number of strokes, but 
accomplished by quicker writing which combined several stro
kes without lifting the reed or quill pen. In the current grade of 
writing, part of one letter or the entire letter would be combined 
with the following letter, or even several letters, all executed 
without lifting the pen. Thus, the modes of script were determi
ned by the speed of execution. 

Definitions of the modes of each type of script still need 
further consideration, and clear morphological and quantitative 
principles for classifying each mode have not yet been forged. 45 

Surely, writing is too dynamic, flexible, and artistic a phenome
non to be rigorously classified, especially when it is produced 
by scribes trained and accustomed to employing several modes. 
Inevitably, hybrid terminology (such as semi-square) must be 
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implemented to characterize scripts in certain periods and 
regions, and the application of the 'current' level to all modes 
seems to be useful. 

In general, the square mode, which must have crystallized in 
the Orient before the tenth century as a calligraphic script for 
formal copies of the Masoretic version of the Bible, and whose 
inception can be noticed already in the late formal script of the 
Dead Sea Scrolls and the Byzantine papyri, 46 was employed in 
all regions in the production of elegant or deluxe copies, 
particularly of biblical, liturgical and talmudic texts, or for 
singling out glossed texts incorporated into commentaries. The 
cursive mode, which first evolved as an informal script used for 
private records, drafts and letters, was soon adopted as a book 
script, mainly in owner-produced copies and compilations. In 
most books written in semi-cursive scripts, titles, initial words, 
and litterae notabiliores, sometimes also colophons and scribal 
formulas, were executed in square script. 

The threefold execution of Hebrew medieval book script in 
fact multiplies the number of its types and subtypes, as the 
shapes of most of the letters in each mode of a type arc entirely 
different from each other. Consequently, the number of distinc
tive shapes of writing increases to over twenty species, disre
garding chronological transformations. 

The rich collection of Hebrew manuscripts in The British 
Library enables us to present the diversity of types of Hebrew 
book script by illustrations drawn from this collection alone. It 
also makes it possible to amplify the presentation of the various 
crystallized species by including some diachronic representation 
of changing characteristics over a period of time. The affinity 
between some of these and non-Hebrew scripts may be illumin
ated by some illustrations selected from Latin, Arabic and Greek 
manuscripts, mostly from The British Library collections. 
These affinities are not usually morphological. Scripts may have 
entirely different shapes of letters and yet display the same or 
similar style, ductus (the order and direction of executing 
strokes), proportions, angles, even the same shapes of dominant 
single strokes which construct different letters in different 
alphabets. In addition, shared book designs, similar patterns of 
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mise en page and mise en texte remarkably affect our perception 
of similarity, regardless of the differences between scripts and 
the general direction of their execution (right to left in Semitic 
alphabets, left to right in European ones). As Colette Sirat has 
suggested, such an impression of similarity derives essentially 
from 'global vision', or distanced viewing, by which common 
styles are clearly perceived despite dissimilarities in shapes and 
other measurable aspects revealed in close scrutiny. 47 

THE 'ISLAMIC' BRANCH 

The Eastern Group 

Oriental Square script is represented by a tenth-century bibli
cal manuscript (Fig. 8a). This formal 'biblical' square script 
shows affinity to the earlier and contemporary Arabic oblong 
Kufic script, represented in Fig.Sb by a fragment of a Koran of 
approximately the same format written in a transitional script 
between the earlier J-:-Iijazi and the Kufic, 48 despite the conspi
cuous difference in the proportions of letters and in word
spacing. While the extended horizontal strokes of rectangular 
early Kufic script soon dictated the oblong format of the page 
which characterized most of the Kufic Korans produced in the 
ninth and tenth century, 49 early Hebrew Oriental biblical codi
ces were, like most of the J-:-Iijazi Korans, much larger in format, 
and the height of the page was always longer, at least slightly, 
than its width, as in the upright format of the HijazI Korans50 

attributed to the seventh and eighth centuries. The proportion 
of the written space was almost square, so that the squareness 
of the script matched the mise en page. Moreover, while Koranic 
codices were always written in one column, the biblical manu
scripts were usually written in three narrow columns, and only 
occasionally in two, like Syriac or Greek biblical manuscripts, 51 

evoking the appearance of an open rollbook. 
Oriental semi-cursive script is represented by a manuscript 

written in I 190, probably in Baghdad, which exhibits one of the 
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Fig. a London , British Librar y M Or. 4445, fol s. 6 1 v/62r. rienta l 
quare cript, N ear East, mid-tenth century. 

many va riants of th.is species (Fig.9). This script docs not betray 
a no ticeable affin ity to Arabic cursive scripts. H owever, o ur 
specimen displays a scribal pra ti ce shared by ricntal Arabic 
and H ebrew copyists, that of writing fina l words liable to exceed 
the marg in diagonall y, in o rder to produce even lines. This 
device, much favoured by Oriental H ebrew scribes w hen 
employing non-square m odes (see also Figs. roa and 13), and 
particularl y by Yemenite scribes w ho turned it into a ca ll ig
raphic fas hion rather than a fun ctio nal layout device, m ust have 
been borrowed from Arab ic scribes. A similar practice can be 
seen in Eastern Arabic m anuscripts written in N askhl (cursive) 
cripts a ea rl y as the ea rl y tenth century, 52 w hile the semi

cursive Oriental Hebrew script emerged at the beginning of the 
eleventh century. 

Oriental current semi-cursive script is il lustrated by a 
manuscript w ritten in Judeo-Arabic in Alexandria in 1 ]26 
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ursive scrip t, Baghdad ? 1 190. 
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(Fig. roa). The curviness of some of the extended descending 
strokes, as well as the cursiveness of some letters produced in 
one single stroke, can be compared to Mamluk Arabic manu
scripts, represented in Fig. rob by a Koran written in large-size 
Mu\iaqqaq script in fourteenth-century Egypt. 53 

A fully cursive grade of writing did not develop in the Orient 
in the Middle Ages, and those manuscripts, and particularly 
documents found to be written in cursive script were produced 
by immigrant scribes from North Africa. 

Yemenite Square is exemplified by a biblical codex (Fig. 11). 
· rhe squareness of the Y emenite sub-type emerged rather late. 
Earlier, Yemenite scribes employed either current square script, 
or a kind of angular, almost triangular semi-square script 
(Fig. 12), which may be compared to the late Eastern bent and 
triangular Kufic, or the more current slanted semi-square script, 
which gives the impression of a semi-cursive grade (Fig. 13). 
Both examples are from copies of Maimonidcs' 1\.1ishne Tora. 
Fully semi-cursive or cursive did not really develop in medieval 
Yemen. 

Persian sub-type evolved only in the semi-cursive mode, 
which is shown in Fig. 14. 

The Western Group 

Sefardic writings form an even more distinctive Hebrew type 
than docs the parallel Arabic type, named MaghribI by Nabia 
Abbott, a term designating the Arabic script in the Islamic world 
west (maghrib) of Egypt, including Spain. 54 Like the Arabic 
MaghribI script, the Sefardic type was apparently developed in 
Tunisia, particularly in Kairouan, then in Al-Anda/us (Muslim 
Spain), and later in Morocco and Algeria, while the Andalusian 
variant rapidly dominated the entire Sefardic zone. 

Sefardic Square script is illustrated by two manuscripts 
produced in Spain - a biblical manuscript (Fig. 15) and a deluxe 
copy of an illuminated Passover Haggada of the late fourteenth 
century (PLATE IV). 

Sefardic semi-cursive script is represented in Fig. 16 by a 
manuscript of the Mishna, written in Agramunt in Spain. Its 
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F1c. 1oa Lo ndo n, British Library MS O r. 5063, fo l. 198v. riental 

C urrent Sem i- ursivc script, Alexandria, 1326. 
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LbL~( · ~J?-,~Jr~-5~L1 _/-···'&. 
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::::::. ~ 

~ ~~jc-1~~~1~ 

~~+~j~~D81hJ~ 
~izJkfa~JrJ\~lsoL_1>4fa.J~ 
~~~J~~~b~1 

: .. 
__;~Jc_;1~_1µ~L 

~~ U~11~~.)>H> 
~~~~y6Gb~~ 
vl~_1i~_®JJ1~kl5;1J\ 

Fie. LOb London, British Library M S O r. 140 1, fo l. 64v. Arabic 
Mam luk Mubaqqaq script, Egypt, fou rteenth century. 
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Fig.11 London , British Library MS Or. 1470, fo l. 29v. Yemcnite 

Square script, Yemen , 1484. 
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Fig. 13 Lo ndo n, British Library, M S O r. 10040 [,I 6 y . 

urrent em1-Square script T en '· (Y ) , o. 2 v. emcmte 
, tm emen , 133 . 



·~l"\Qlt" h:1Y,fN')~/.ul •::- ;J..-~) .,.,)_n.r rJJ"'';I 
: . .~ ., 

Fie. 14 London, British Library M O r. 245 1, fo l. 72v. Persian cmi
C ursive script, Qom, 1483 . 
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Fig. 16 London, British Library MS Add. 17056, fol. 144v. Sefa rdic 
Semi-Cursive script, Agramunt, 1325. 
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Fig. 17a London, British Library M Or. 5430, fo l. 1 13 v. Late Scfardi 
cmi-Cursive script, T unisia? 1476. 
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Fig. 17b Londo n , British Library MS Add. 11 638, fol. 13 1v. Arabic 
Maghribl script, Tunis, 1 306. 
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later curved and round crystallization, which developed arched 
extension of the horizontal base strokes under the influence of 
Arabic script in general, and its round style in Spain and North 
Africa in particular, is shown in Fig. 17a, written apparently in 
Tunisia in 1476, compared with an Arabic Koran written in 
Tunis in 1306 (Fig.17b). 55 

Sefardic current semi-cursive script is illustrated by a 
manuscript written in Spain in 1282 (Fig. I 8), in which some of 
the letters, such as alef, he, qoJ: and tav are executed by a single 
stroke and present fully cursive shapes. This contamination of 
the semi-cursive and the cursive can be defined by the Latin 
script nomenclature as bastarda or hybrida. 

Sefardic current cursive script - a fully cursive ligatured 
book hand, noticeably influenced by Arabic cursive script - is 
represented by a philosophical manuscript written in Spain in 
I 307 (Fig. 19a). Compare it to an early Arabic Naskhi script 
(Fig. 19b). 56 Fig.2oa shows a further manifestation of the impact 
of Arabic script on Hebrew Sefardic scripts. It is a very late 
offshoot of the Sefardic current writings executed intentionally 
in imitation of Arabic calligraphy, with excessively elongated 
elliptical horizontal strokes, or artificially added ornamental 
extended upward strokes. The opening reproduced is taken 
from a prayer-book written in the Orient as late as 1815, and 
shows part of the text of the Song of the Sea (Ex. 15:2-15:15), 
displayed, as is customary, in prosodic units, separated by wavy 
strokes, perhaps alluding to the sea waves. The extended basket
like horizontal strokes and the balancing artificial upward verti
cals can be compared to Fig.2ob, showing an opening from an 
Arabic Koran, written in Iran in the late nineteenth century. 57 

THE 'CHRISTIAN' BRANCH 

The salient difference between the Hebrew scripts of the Islamic 
zone and those of the Christian zone of the Latin West is 
basically shaped by the employment of different writing instru
ments - rigid reed in the former, flexible quill which can 
produce extreme differences in stroke thickness in the latter - and 
by the styles of the different dominating non-Hebrew scripts. 



J 

Fig. 18 Lo ndo n, British Library M S Add . 27 r 13, fo l. 56v. efa rdic 
C urrent Semi- C ursive script, Spain, 1282. 
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Fig . 19a London, B ritish Library M Reg 16 A X I, fo l. 187v. Sefa rd ic 
C urrent C ursive script, Spain , 1307. 
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Fig. 19b Lo ndo n, British Library M Add . 72 14, fo l. 52v. Arabic Ea rl y 
NaskhT script, Iraq o r Persia, 1036. 
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Fig .2oa Jerusalem , Heikhal Shelo m o M S 2634. Late Sefardi c ' Arabized ' 
C ursive script, Turkey? 18 1 5. 



Fig. 20~ Lo ndo n , B_ritish Library M S O r. 124 12, fo ls. 5v/6r. Arabic late 
Naskh1 script, Pe rsia, late nineteenth century. 
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The N01thern Group 

Ashkenazic Square script is represented here by two manu
scripts. Fig.21 shows an early, pre-Gothic script of a lexical 
book written in r l 88/9, which seems to suggest Romanesque 
style, and has some affinity to Latin Caroline Capitals. Fig.22 
displays the Gothic square script of a prayer-book written in 
1348 in Germany, in which the flexibility of the quill is fully 
exploited, showing an extreme difference between the thin 
vertical strokes and serifs and the thick horizontal and widening 
curves. 

Ashkenazic semi-cursive script is illustrated by a halakhic 
manuscript, dated 1253/4 (Fig.23a), which represents a pre
Gothic, or rather proto-Gothic stage. Its style can be juxtaposed 
with the Latin late Caroline minuscule or proto-Gothic book 
script, represented in Fig.23b by a French manuscript of the late 
twelfth century, 58 of similar layout and proportions in format. 

The late Gothic style of the Ashkenazic semi-cursive which 
soon evolved under lateral compression, taking greater advan
tage of the quill's ability to produce extremely varied stroke 
widths and moulded by the Gothic sense of verticality, is 
illustrated by a halakhic book written in 1394 (Fig.24a). The 
similarity between this type of Hebrew script and Gothic Latin 
book scripts, particularly the quadrata and the semi-quadrata and 
glossing scripts, is striking indeed, as the comparison with 
Fig. 24b, showing a thirteenth-century Gothic semi-quadrata and 
glossing script, reveals. 59 Both large-format manuscripts display 
complex pricking and multi-column and additional ruled 
boundary lines destined to accommodate the commentary, but 
while the partial gloss in the Hebrew book was written on both 
margins, that of the Latin, being the major part of the text, is 
incorporated within the basic layout. The affinity between the 
Gothic Hebrew Ashkenazic semi-cursive and the Latin scripts 
can be established not merely by 'global viewing' and the 
impression given by the common style and book design, but 
also by morphological analysis of letter components. 

Ashkenazic current semi-cursive script is represented by 
a halakhic glossed manuscript written in Nuremberg (Germany) 



in 1391/2 (Fig.25). While its complex text design recalls the 
Latin Gothic glossing script illustrated by Fig.24b, it is more 
cursive and less Gothic in style. 

Ashkenazic cursive script is illustrated in Fig.26 by a manu
script written in Mestre (Italy) by an immigrant scribe from 
Germany in l 504. Relatively cursive script had been employed 
in Ashkenaz since the thirteenth century for documentary writ
ings and glosses, but not until the late fifteenth century did it 
evolve into a fully cursive book hand, showing some similarity 
to the late German cursive of Latin script. 60 

The Southern Script 

Like Italian Latin scripts, Italian Hebrew writings are marked 
by retention of the Caroline style until the late Middle Ages, 
while the introduction of the Gothic writing style into Italy had 
less impact on Hebrew scripts. The dominant rotundity of all 
the Italian Latin scripts61 characterizes all the Hebrew scripts as 
well, particularly the semi-cursive. 

Italian Square scripts are represented in Fig.27, a Romanes
que grammatical manuscript dated 1090/r, reflecting the earlier 
stage which never exhibited a full squareness and may be defined 
as semi-square script, and by Fig.28, showing a later develop
ment in a philosophical manuscript written in 1283, probably in 
Rome, by the prestigious scribe Abraham ben Yorn Tov ha
Cohen. 62 The influence of the Gothic Ashkenazic style on Italian 
square scripts, which had already emerged at the end of the 
thirteenth century but only acquired momentum in the fifteenth 
century, following the mass emigration of Ashkenazic Jews to 
northern Italy, can be noticed in the initial words on Fig. 3oa. 

Italian semi-cursive scripts are illustrated by a philosophi
cal manuscript written in Viterbo in 1273 (Fig.29a) and by a 
liturgical manuscript produced in Florence in 1441 (Fig.3oa). 
While the early stage recalls the Latin, late Italian Caroline 
Minuscule style (Fig. 29b ), 63 the fifteenth-century round crystalli
zation betrays some Gothic aspects which can be compared to 
Latin Italian Gothic rotunda scripts (Fig.3ob),64 but also calls for 
a comparison with the Semigothic style of early humanist 
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Fig. 24a London , British Library M Add. 17049, fol. 22 1 v. Ashkcna
zic 'Gothic' Semi-C ursive script, Ashkenaz, 1394. 



F1c.24b Londo n, British Library M S Royal 4. E. IX, fo l. 17or. Latin 

Gothic Semi-Sq uare and Glossing scripts, England, mid- thirteenth 

century. 
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Fig . 2.6 Lo ndon, British Library M Add. 27089, fol. r J8v. Ashkenazic 

C ursive script, M estre (no rthern Italy), 1504. 
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Fig.27 London, British Library M Add. 272 14, fo l. 168v. Ea rl y Italian 
Square script, Italy, 1090/ 1. 
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Fig. 28 London , British Library M 
q uarc script, Italy , 1283. 
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Fig.29b Cambridge (M ass.), Harvard o llcge, Ho ughton Library M S 

Riant 20, fo l. 69r. Latin late aroline Minuscule script, Italy, first half 

of twelfth century. 
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Fig. 3ob ambridge (Mass.), Harva rd College, Ho ughton Library M S 
Typ 489, fo l. 78 r. Latin Italian o thic rotunda script, Bo logna, late 
fourteenth century. 
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Fig. 31 Lo ndon, British Library MS Add . 27034, fo l. 76v. ltaLi an 
C ursive script, Italy, 1530. 
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wntmgs, represented in Fig.3oc by a 1422 manuscript in a 
similar format, 65 rather than the fully restored Carolingian style 
of the late humanist script. 

Italian cursive script, which developed from the late 
fifteenth century, is illustrated by a manuscript written in I 530 
(Fig. 3 I). This script seems to reflect some affinity with Latin 
cursive humanist scripts. 66 

Byzantine Scripts 

While the square script is clearly related to the 'Islamic' branch 
of Hebrew writing, the semi-cursive is close to the early Italian 
semi-cursive, while some late variants reflect a certain Sefardic 
influence. Cursive grades of script never developed in Byzan
tium, except for compressed words at the ends of lines. 

Byzantine semi-cursive is represented by a halakhic manu
script written in 1385 (Fig.32a). The relationship between this 
script and late medieval Greek bookhands is not yet clear. 
However, 'global viewing' of both the Hebrew style and 
fourteenth-century Greek Minuscule manuscripts, represented 
in Fig. 32b by a manuscript of a similar format and layout 
written in 1362/J,67 discloses a certain similarity.68 

* * * 
The diversification of Hebrew booklore was not a linear 

process, but rather plurilinear, to borrow linguistic terminol
ogy. Despite their distinctive and partially different characteris
tics, particularly in the Latin West, diverse types of script and 
codicological practices seem to be related to the encompassing 
non-Hebrew calligraphic styles and bookcraft fashions more 
than to each another. Bridged by shared culture, religion and 
script, separated by different artistic and technological environ
ments, the history of Hebrew handwritten books may thus be 
depicted both horizontally and vertically. 



Scribal Re-Making: Transmitting 
and Shaping Texts 

SCRIBES AND copyists transmitted the verbal records of Oriental 
and Occidental civilizations by reproducing texts and shaping 
their forms. They were instrumental agents of cultural con
tinuity and revival. The manual nature of reproducing texts 
composed or edited by known or unknown, mostly past, 
authors or redactors had an immense impact on the texts 
transmitted. Due to the erratic circumstances of medieval publi
cation, texts were disseminated at various stages of their creation 
and revision, and their authors were usually prevented from 
controlling their vicissitudes. All scribes, whether Hebrew, 
Arabic, Greek or Latin, were subject to the same unconscious 
mechanics of copying which inevitably laid many snares and 
induced unwitting errors. As is well known, the physiological, 
psychological and mental process of copying presented many 
pitfalls to exact reproduction and obstructed the best intentions 
of scribes to adhere to their models. As D. F. McKenzie put it 
in the first series of the Panizzi Lectures, 'any history of the 
book ... must be a history of misreading'. 1 McKenzie refers to 
the reading of printed texts, but the same applies to medieval 
copying. Like Latin, Greek or Arabic scribes, Hebrew scribes 
can be assumed to have generated the same complicated proce-
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dure of decoding signs, memorizing the visually perceived series 
of words, and converting images into phonetic realizations, 
either vocally2 or by silent internal dictation. 3 Nevertheless, the 
social circumstances of Hebrew book production were funda
mentally different from those in other cultures, the Latin in 
particular, resulting in a greater deliberate interference of the 
scribes in transmission. 

The fundamental difference between Hebrew and Latin, 
Greek and to some extent Arabic book production stemmed 
from two cardinal factors of medieval Jewish life in the East and 
West general literacy and the lack of political power and 
organization. Literacy in classless Jewish societies extended to all 
the male members, in contrast to Christian societies of the West 
and Byzantium where literacy was confined to the clergy, first 
in monasteries and cathedral schools, then in universities, and in 
the late Middle Ages reaching also the lay aristocracy, the upper 
classes and the bourgeois merchants, particularly as regards 
vernacular languages. 4 The egalitarian system of elementary 
education, fmanced and administered by the autonomous Jewish 
communities, made nearly all male children competent in read
ing and writing Hebrew, acquainted them at least with the basic 
religious, liturgical and legal texts, and encouraged further 
advanced education. 5 The total literacy of Jewish boys in 
twelfth-century France is indeed attested in Christian sources by 
a student of Abelard, who claimed that girls were also educated. 6 

This widespread Jewish education seems to resemble the system 
of popular elementary school education in the Islamic world, 7 

where literacy was apparently more extensive than in Christian 
Europe. 

The lack of political structure and the vast dispersion over 
different political entities prevented the emergence of centralized 
Jewish establishments and religious or secular leadership, despite 
communal self-government, internal social and juridical auton
omy, and the powerful authority of individual sages. 

These two factors affected and moulded book production and 
text reproduction. General literacy and the lack of centralized 
political or intellectual establishments shaped the individual and 
personal nature of Hebrew book production and precluded the 
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standardization of reproduced texts. 
From the late seventh until the middle of the thirteenth 

century Latin books were made and kept mainly in the clerical 
copying centers of monastic multi-copyist scriptoria or cathedral 
schools. Later they were reproduced by university stationers 
employing the mass pecia system, and towards the end of the 
Middle Ages were issued to a large extent by commercial urban 
lay ateliers. 8 The books were preserved in royal, aristocratic and 
ecclesiastical collections. Some Arabic books were produced 
under the patronage of caliphs who employed scribes and 
calligraphers, 9 or in research institutes such as Bayt al-lfikma and 
Dar al-'Ilm; 10 they were kept in royal libraries or mosques, or in 
the collections of theological schools. 11 Medieval Hebrew 
books, on the other hand, were not produced, preserved or 
disseminated by any establishment or upon its initiative. They 
did not emerge from any religious, academic or lay institutional 
copying centres, nor were they produced by large-scale com
mercial enterprises; they were not collected, preserved or made 
accessible in any public or sectarian institutions, but were 
privately and individually produced and consumed. 

Hebrew medieval books were either produced by professional 
or semi-professional scribes commissioned by private indi
viduals to copy requested texts, or were made by the users 
themselves. The recording and systematic study of almost all 
extant Hebrew manuscripts with dated colophons indicates that 
at least half of them were personal user-produced books, copied 
by educated persons for their own needs, and only half, or 
probably less than half, were written by hired scribes, either 
professional, or, in many cases, occasional. 12 There arc only a 
very few known instances which explicitly testify to the imper
sonal production of Hebrew books by professional scribes for 
chance buyers in the late Middle Ages, 13 but one can assume that 
undestined copies of popular texts written by known professio
nal scribes were also sometimes prepared in advance for poten
tial buyers or book dealers. Multi-hand manuscripts comprise 
only nine per cent of dated Hebrew codices. Books written by 
more than one hand were indeed considered inferior in 
thirteenth-century Germany. 14 The small quantities of multi-
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hand manuscripts were not produced at institutional copying 
centres, or by commercial teams of scribes, but were probably 
made by single scribes or scholar-copyists assisted by members 
of their families or by their students. 15 Only some manuscripts 
produced in the late Middle Ages in yeshivot Qewish religious 
academies) in Spain and after the expulsion of the Jews in 
Morocco, by a shared copying of a few students for their 
masters, and about a dozen manuscripts copied by individual 
students commissioned by people outside the yeshiva, 16 may 
have echoed the institutional framework of Latin book produc
tion. But in general, copies were privately commissioned, 
individually or personally produced, and privately disseminated, 
kept and used. 

This remarkably high rate of user-produced Hebrew books, 
reflecting widespread literacy, and the private nature of book 
production and consumption which seems to be due to the 
political status of Jewish communities, are the principal distinc
tive characteristics of Hebrew booklore. They exhibit a funda
mental difference from the distinctive features of traditional 
Latin book production. Yet the same characteristics, arising 
from different circumstances, would later typify the lay com
pilations of vernacular texts in the Latin script, which were, as 
Armada Petrucci has shown, user-produced books. 17 On the 
whole, book production and text reproduction in the Jewish 
world seem to share more similarities with those in the Islamic 
orbits, where many learned men apparently used to copy books 
for their own use. 18 Notwithstanding the existence of institutio
nal centres of learning and research, numerous public libraries 
and the extensive commercialization of books through the 
warraqln, paper and book dealers, 19 the dominant nature of 
Arabic book production and consumption seems to have been 
private, boosted by the early introduction of the cheaper writing 
material of paper. 

The individual mode of Hebrew book production had an 
immense impact on the reproduction of texts and their transmis
sion. While the transmission of Latin texts was controlled, 
supervised and standardized by the very circumstances of 
monastic, 20 clerical, university, and to some extent, even corn-
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mercial lay book production, the reproduction and distribution 
of Hebrew texts were never institutionalized, no authoritative 
supervision guided their selection and propagation, and trans
mission was governed only by the commissioned professional 
scribes or the learned copyists who reproduced texts for their 
own use. Encouraged by authors to correct their works, and 
aware of the unavoidable corruption imposed by the uncon
scious mechanics of copying, copyists in particular did not view 
copying as mechanical reproduction, but instead as a critical 
editorial operation involving emendation, diagnostic conjecture, 
collation of different exemplars and even incorporating external, 
relevant material and the copyist's own opinion. 21 

Consequently, many Hebrew manuscripts present texts not 
only corrupted by the accumulation of unsupervised involuntary 
copying errors, but also distorted by editorial or even redactoral 
reconstruction, contamination by different models and versions, 
and deliberate integration of pertinent texts. What medieval 
Hebrew copyists did while copying was indeed to deconstruct the 
text and then reconstruct it. Therefore, many principles and 
practices of classical textual criticism, such as establishing the 
genetic relationships between manuscripts, the stemmatic clas
sification of versions, and restoring the original text, are not 
applicable to Hebrew manuscripts, not only because many of 
them represent horizontal rather than vertical transmission and 
different stages of the variable text22 and provide us with open 
recensions, like many European vernacular texts, but also 
because of the possible intervention of learned copyists. 

Like the absence of any scriptoral authority over the develop
ment of Hebrew scripts, the production of Hebrew books, the 
transmission of Jewish texts and their dissemination were not 
subject to any authoritative initiative or supervision, in sharp 
contrast to ecclesiastical and political control over the develop
ment of scripts, 23 book production and text transmission in the 
Graeco-Latin world. 

Hebrew scribes re-made texts not only through critical and 
unconscious recreation of their verbal essence, but, like Latin, 



Greek and Arabic scribes, also by shaping their forms and 
forging their visual appearance. Scribes of all cultures were 
entrusted with the effective responsibility of rendering discur
sive substance in visible non-verbal shapes and patterns, which 
affected the meaning of texts and their reception. 24 To be sure, 
the presentation of texts, mise en page and misc en texte, was not 
the autonomous outcome of scribal interpretative and artistic 
creativity. There were other material and social factors which 
dictated or strongly influenced the visual incarnation of texts, 
such as available writing materials and their formats, the length 
of the text and its function, economic considerations, speed of 
writing, clients' requirements and social status, 25 aesthetic trends 
concerning page and text proportions, 26 architectural conven
tions, and the nature of scholarship. 27 However, the role of 
Hebrew scribes in this structural, interpretative and artistic 
configuration of texts was much more independent and decisive 
because of the individual mode of Jewish book production, the 
high rate of user-produced books, and the lack of a guiding 
authority over the dissemination of texts. 

In determining the form of the physical book, its size and 
proportions, and in designing the layout of the copied text 
displayed on the opening of a codex, the Jewish scribes and 
copyists themselves created the semiotic representation of 
various types of texts and generated different conventions of 
meaningful forms for different genres and functions of texts and 
books. They had an immense impact on the interpretation and 
reception of texts by their introduction of titles, initial words, 
running headlines, decorations, illuminations and illustrations, 
diagrams and tables of contents. By selecting the types and sizes 
of scripts, paragraphing and sub-dividing, spacing, underlining 
certain parts or words, or just by using different coloured inks, 
they determined the hierarchical structure, gradation and legibil
ity of the texts copied. 

Furthermore, certain Hebrew texts, like liturgical cycles and 
prayer books, were virtually created by scribes. The only Jewish 
liturgical texts circulating in the early Middle Ages were com
pilations of liturgical poetry, or concise guides. Scribes in 
various regions not only shaped the compound form of prayer 



books and liturgical cycles (see Figs. 22 and 3oa), but selected and 
compiled their texts in accordance with local rites and practices 
and rendered their structures coherent. Glossed biblical, talmu
dic, liturgical and halakhic corpora also emerged as scribal 
enterprises, unguided and sophisticated, responding to the 
changing needs of studying and scholarship and at the same time 
generating them. 

The adoption of the codex form by the Jevv'S coincided with 
the crystallization of the Masoretic version of the Hebrew 
Bible. Scribes and vocalizers in the Orient were engaged in 
fixing the biblical texts in codex form and disseminating them 
on a large scale. The rema!Kable scope of this production and 
diffusion has become known to us only recently, following the 
dramatic accessibility of the rich collections of the Russian 
National Library (formerly the Saltykov-Shchedrin State Public 
Library) in St Petersburg, where some two thousand surviving 
biblical codices, or their fragments, are kept, many of which 
have been found to date from the tenth and eleventh centuries. 28 

The text of these codices, as in those which followed them in 
all the other regions of the East and West, was accompanied by 
the Masora, lexical and grammatical annotations pertaining to 
spelling, vocalization, and accentuation, intended to safeguard 
the accurate transmission of the biblical text. These complex 
notations were written in detail in a minute script on the upper 
and lower margins, while much shorter and abbreviated nota
tions were written between the columns and on the inner and 
outer margins (see Figs. 8a, II, and I 4). At the beginning, the 
Masoretic annotations were probably written by the scholarly 
masoretes themselves, as in the case of the famous Aleppo 
Codex, which was vocalized, accentuated and masoreted in 
Palestine around 930 by the most important masorcte, Aharon 
ben Asher, himself. 29 Soon after, the complicated task of 
matching the copying of the annotations to the relevant text, 
while disposing them in aesthetic patterns, was left to scribes or 
vocalizers, who as early as the tenth century exploited the 
secondary text as a decorative device. Later, scribes or vocalizers 
enhanced this visual manipulation of the Masora still further, 
sketching not only sophisticated abstract geometrical and floral 



interlaced ornamentation, as can be seen in Fig. r5, but also 
elaborate zoomorphic and anthropomorphic images, even illus
trations to the biblical text (Fig. 33). 30 The secondary text lost 
its verbal meaning altogether, and was transformed into a purely 
visually expressive tool. 

Apart from masoreted Bibles, Hebrew scribes produced 
many other multi-layer books. The production of the principal 
part of these compound manuscripts reflects great textual 
creativity in the integration of core texts with commentaries, 
glosses and scholia, requiring a complex, changing layout and 
the functional disposition of corresponding texts. A smaller part 
of these multi-layered books consists of the parallel disposition 
of disparate texts which were not related at all, or were related 
but not dependent, and their production seems to have been 
generated merely by a scribal urge towards the aesthetic and 
elaborate configuration of the written space on the openings of 
a codex. 

In these non-functional multi-layered manuscripts, all of them 
produced in Christian Europe, usually two different texts were 
displayed on the same page in a pre-planned, pre-ruled uniform 
layout, accommodating one central text framed by another 
independent text. Fig. 34 shows an opening of a biblical reading 
corpus written in Ashkenaz in 1215/6. The four central columns 
of the two facing pages contain the end of the Pentateuch and 
the beginning of the Heftarot, while the marginal columns, 
which continue along the lower margins, contain the text of the 
Song of Songs. Fig. 7 represents the double layer structure of the 
Rothschild Miscellany, which accommodates about fifty dispar
ate texts copied in a similar way. Most of the coupled texts are 
completely unrelated and were artificially juxtaposed. As the 
facing pages are disposed as mirror images, most of the openings 
of the Miscellany display four central columns entirely framed 
by the additional text. 

In neither case was there any textual or contextual reason for 
the two texts to be copied side by side. It is hardly likely that 
financial considerations compelled the scribes to economize on 
space and writing materials by means of this double layer 
copying, since both manuscripts are deluxe books, as are other 
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Fig.33 ·rorouLo, Ftledbt.'rg Collt.'ctiou, fol. 304v. Gcrtnauy. l2.61 . 
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Fig.34 L ndon , British Library M Ar. Or. 2, fo ls. 27 1v/27zr. Ashke-
11az, 12 15/6. 

imi lar m anuscripts. Therefore it must have been the compelling 
scribal quest for fi rm and design w hich led t thi n n
fun ctional presentation of text . 

The most intrica te creative enterprise of H ebrew scribes, both 
intellectuall y and artisti ca ll y, textuall y and visuall y, invo lved the 
production of compo ite g lo sed texts, which unlike the non
fun ctio nal multi-l ayer texts were usuall y copied simultaneou ly, 
page by page. 

T he am algamation of biblical texts, their Aramaic translations 
and the principal medieval commentaries marked a maj r scriba l 
achievem ent in the recreation of texts, which faci litated and 
enhanced scholarship. The production of such corpora, w hich 
seems to have begun at the end of the twelfth century in France, 
Germany and Italy, required the skillful fitting together of two 
or more texts of different length, di posed on the sa me page in 
attractive and easil y legible designs. Some of these books were 
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structured in a simpler, uniform layout, as in Fig.35, showing 
an Ashkenazic illuminated manuscript dated 1347 with the 
central biblical text written in a square script and the Rashi 
commentary written in a semi-cursive minuscule script on the 
outer margin. Fig.24a represents an even less harmonious fitting 
of isolated marginal glosses to a halakhic text. Usually the 
matching of variable-sized parallel interlinked texts led to a fairly 
flexible layout which retained the general structural uniformity 
of the openings despite the fluctuations in the design of each of 
the juxtaposed texts. Fig.36 shows a biblical reading corpus 
produced in the early thirteenth century in France. The multi
layer page contains the end of the Pentateuch, arranged in a 
central wide column in a large square script, the standard 
Aramaic translation in a smaller square script on the outer 
margin, an additional Aramaic version in a minute current scmi
cursive script sharing the outer margin and extending below the 
standard translation, and Rashi's commentary, written in a 
larger current semi-cursive, which occupies the inner and lower 
margins. Fig. 3 7 is a page from a biblical corpus produced in Italy 
by a French scribe in 1327. The text of the Song of Songs is 
written in a large square script in one narrow column, the 
Aramaic translation is in a much smaller square script in a wider 
parallel column, while two running commentaries are written 
in a minute semi-cursive script - that of Abraham Jbn Ezra on 
the upper margin and that of Rashi on the outer and along the 
lower margins. The need to deploy a flexible layout in produc
ing integrated texts produced decorative and figurative disposi
tions that conveyed both verbal and visual communications. 
Fig. 3 8 presents an interlaced design of biblical text and Rashi 's 
commentary in an Ashkenazic fourteenth-century manuscript, 
while a later Spanish exam pie from a manuscript written in 
Segovia in I487 (Fig.39) shows the complex presentation of a 
central text of the Former Prophets and the parallel Aramaic 
translation on either side, framed by three different-sized com
mentaries (by Rashi, David Kimhi and Levi ben Gershon) 
arranged in changing geometrical patterns. 

Such composite multi-text presentations undoubtedly facili
tated study, though they probably required what Michael 
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Fig. 39 Oxford , Bodlcian Librar y M S Kcnnicott 5, fo l. 46v. ego via 
(Spain), 1487. 
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Camille calls 'choreography of reading'. 31 Scribes must have 
been aware of the confusion that might be caused by reading 
such complex compilations of texts; hence their employment of 
column catchwords, designed to guide continuous reading of 
each component of the concurrently running commentaries or 
glosses. 

Hebrew printing later imitated the variable layout of com
mentated biblical manuscripts, which, like talmudic texts sur
rounded by commentaries and glosses, are similarly presented to 
this day. 

The scribal recreation of commentated core texts was of 
course not an isolated Jewish phenomenon. It was preceded by 
the presentation of central text and marginal commentaries in 
Greek manuscripts, as early as the fourth or fifth century, 32 and 
in Latin manuscripts since the eighth or the ninth century. 33 

Different processes of studying and scholarship in Jewish 
societies stimulated the reconstruction of commentated texts at 
a much later date. 

Comparison of page and text layout, and of proportions in 
Hebrew and non-Hebrew codices of the same orbit, still 
demands a detailed study, though their affinities with each 
other, partly imposed by common writing materials, seem clear. 
T should like to draw attention to the similarity of amalgamated 
glossed books of Hebrew halakhic texts produced by Ashkena
zic scribes in France, Germany and Italy and glossed Latin 
Bibles, in terms of their configuration, scholarly motivation and 
the intellectual process of their creation and organization. 

The scribal enterprise of commentated Hebrew Bibles did not 
resemble the formation of the Latin glossed Bible in the twelfth 
century. Unlike the scholastic enterprise, their making did not 
involve the compilation and incorporation of different explana
tory notes and exegetical texts. This difference is reflected in the 
layout. In Hebrew manuscripts, the authorial commentaries 
were almost always written on the margins of the central biblical 
text, as in the early glossed Latin books of the Bible, 34 or in 
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Fig. 4 1 N ew Yo rk , Jewish T heo logical Seminary Mier. 8259, fo l. 6 r. 
France, fourteenth century. 
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Carolingian and later commentated Latin texts (compare 
Fig.3ob), and not incorporated within it. The incorporation of 
the gloss within the biblical text column which marks Peter 
Lombard's glossed books35 suited the amalgamation of the 
exegetical texts. Indeed, when Jewish halakhic creativity decli
ned from the second half of the thirteenth century onward, and 
compilations and abridgements, glosses, scholia and marginalia 
replaced cohesive works, a similar incorporated layout was 
introduced into the glossed books of halakhic corpora. 36 The 
glosses were not compiled and copied on the margins of the 
glossed text, but integrated within it. As in Latin glossed books, 
this integration encouraged the manipulation of decorative con
figurations, different scripts and splitting of columns. 

Figs. 25 and 40 represent halakhic glossed books whose 
changeable incorporated layout reflects their compilatory 
nature. Fig.40 shows a page from a glossed abridged talmudic 
text, whose architectural pattern indeed resembles that of the 
thirteenth-century Latin glossed biblical text of Peter Lombard 
shown in Fig.24b. There is perhaps no better demonstration of 
how meaning affected form than in the intricate and imaginative 
shaping of the text in MS New York, Jewish Theological 
Seminary Mic. 8259 (Fig.41), singled out recently by Menahem 
Schmeltzer. 37 This is a copy of a fourteenth-century prayer book 
of the French rite accompanied by non-cohesive glosses, notes 
and commentaries compiled from various sources. The frag
mentary nature of the text is reflected by the split presentation 
of both the liturgy and the incorporated commentaries. Rein
forcing the complexity of the layout and its decorative, occasio
nally figurative effect, the scribe copied on the margins a 
cohesive unrelated glossed halakhic work which framed the 
openings of the glossed prayer-book. 

It should be noted that the emergence of a variable and flexible 
layout generated by scholarly developments was associated with 
a technical change in bookmaking. In Ashkenazic Hebrew manu
scripts, and apparently also in Latin codices, this layout coincided 
with a shift in ruling technique from blind or relief to coloured 
ruling. While ruling with hard point imposed and guaranteed 
the uniform layout of at least the two sides of each folio, or 
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usually each bifolium, and even two or more bifolia which were 
ruled together, the use of plummet, and later ink, for ruling, 
which had to be applied on each page or each side of the 
unfolded bifolium separately, enabled changeability of the inner 
structure of the text design. 

Was plummet introduced as a ruling instrument because of 
the growing demand for complex glossed books, or was it 
adopted by scribes for some other reason, but encouraged the 
development of variable layout? To clarify this, and other 
questions raised while attempting to understand the history of 
book production, one would have to resort to comparative 
codicology. 

Only comparative study of similar and even disparate codico
logical features, styles of book script and their changes in 
different, proximate, confronting or contained cultures can offer 
us a satisfactory explanation and understanding. Similar practi
ces would prove that they were not conditioned by social or 
cultural contexts, but were universally structured in the making 
of a codex. Different practices may be construed by factors other 
than technological, such as aesthetic conventions or scholarly 
needs. 

A comparative study of book production in societies which 
employed the codex form should focus first on common techni
cal problems and the ways different cultures resolved them. 
Different solutions to congruous necessities and diverse techni
cal procedures achieving the same goals would require us to re
examine traditional assertions, extrapolations, and question 
basic assumptions and premises, including those presented in 
these lectures. For instance, different quiring practices in diffe
rent cultures sharing the same writing materials may refute 
certain explanations of format and quire construction by fold
ing. A comparison of corresponding functional needs and scho
larly developments with changes in styles of script, design and 
manufacture of codices would illuminate the dependence or 
independence of the changes. Only comparative study of diffe-
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rent booklores will enable us to judge whether social or intellec
tual circumstances entailed those changes, or rather inherent 
deterministic technical permutations, or whether they were 
generated by artistic creativity. 

Comparative study of different book scripts should concen
trate on common structural elements of writing rather than on 
shapes ofletters, as proposed by Jean Mallon with regard to the 
Roman script:38 the ductus - the dynamic aspect of executing 
characters (order and direction of a letter stroke); angle of 
writing; proportions of height and width of letters, relative 
'module', following the modification suggested by Leon 
Gillissen, 39 and weight - the relationship between the width of 
horizontal and vertical strokes. It should also examine and 
compare the relation between book format and text layout and 
the modular proportions of scripts, attempting to explore 
whether letter proportions dictated certain formats and layouts, 
or were influenced by them. Comparative study of scripts may 
expose common styles of different scripts, and by doing so 
enrich our ability to analyze and characterize particular scripts. 

The necessity of a comparative approach in the study of 
Hebrew codices whose production was interwoven with other, 
major and minor, booklores, is self-evident. But the study of 
the principal codex cultures will surely also benefit from such 
an approach, which would probably reveal cross-cultural influ
ences and borrowings, particularly in the border regions and 
multi-scriptual societies around the Mediterranean, such as those 
of Spain, southern Italy and the Near East, or simply provide 
us with information contained in one culture's records but 
pertaining to the history of the book of another culture. I should 
like to mention two illustrations of the latter possibility, drawn 
from Jewish sources but referring to the history of paper in 
Islamic and Christian parts of Europe. 

Historians of papermaking and Islamic book production dis
agree on the date when papermaking began in Muslim Spain. 
Valls i Subira, drawing his conclusions from literary Arabic 
works, declared that it started about rn56, 40 or even earlier, in 
the middle of the tenth century. 41 Van Koningsvcld argued that 
those texts are late testimonies, unsupported by authentic docu-
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ments or contemporary sources, and claimed that there are 
reliable witnesses to the beginning of local papermaking in the 
middle of the twelfth century. 42 Two authentic Jewish docu
ments of the middle of the eleventh century, letters written in 
Judeo-Arabic in Hebrew characters found in the Cairo Geniza, 
refute the twelfth-century dating and corroborate Valls i Sub
ira's claim. In one letter, the writer informs his cousin, a well
known businessman, that he could not find, as requested, an 
'Andalusian' (i.e. of Muslim Spain) paper of good quality, but 
rather Syrian paper. 43 In another letter by a religious leader and 
merchant from Palestine, dating between ro50 and ro6o, the 
writer requests a certain halakhic text to be copied for him in 
Fustat (old Cairo), on high-quality paper, specifying 'not Egyp
tian paper, but Andalusian or that of Tripoli' (now in 
Lebanon). 44 Both documents explicitly attest not only that paper 
was being produced in Muslim Spain by the middle of the 
eleventh century, but that it had already been exported to the 
Middle East and had acquired a high reputation there. 45 

The other example is to be found in a halakhic book of legal 
decisions and responsa by a famous Rabbinic authority, R Israel 
Tsserlein, compiled by his pupil in the first half of the fifteenth 
century in Germany. The compiler remarks that his master 
mentioned at a discussion in the yeshiva that in the Gentile courts 
paper documents were verified by examination of their water
marks. According to Isserlein, documents were sometimes 
proved to be forgeries when their dates were found to prcdatc 
their watermarks. 46 In addition to the interesting evidence of a 
Jewish judicial authority's familiarity with non-Jewish legal 
system and practice, 47 this Hebrew source testifies to the 
German practice of dating on the basis of watermarks in the 
early fifteenth century. I wonder \-Vhether there are any similar 
non-Jewish testimonies. 

Bridging East and West, Islam and Christianity, Hebrew hand
written books may indeed serve as a useful means for com
parative codicology and palaeography. The marginal Hebrew 
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language and script seem to have been used sometimes as a 
linguafranca for diplomatic communications in the Middle Ages, 
which Jewish aides in the service of Christian and Muslim rulers 
might have written and translated upon arrival. 48 Such seems to 
be the case of the diplomatic epistle sent from the court of' Abd 
al-RaJ:iman III, the first caliph of Muslim Spain, in Cordoba, to 
a Byzantine Emperor in the middle of the tenth century. A 
fragment of a later copy of this letter was preserved in a codex 
form in the Cairo Geniza, together with another letter addressed 
to a Byzantine noblewoman, most probably the Empress 
Helena, wife of Constantine Porphyrogenitus. 49 Both letters 
were undoubtedly written by J:-Iasdai lbn Shaprut, the leader of 
the Jewish communities in al-Andalus, who was a highly trusted 
official at the caliphan court of Cordoba, charged with diploma
tic correspondence and negotiations with and missions to Euro
pean Christian rulers. 50 These letters, as other Hebrew letters by 
J:-Iasdai, were poetically worded, most likely by his secretary, 
MenaJ:iem ben Saruq, one of the earliest Hebrew poets and 
grammarians in Spain. 51 While the epistle addressed to Empress 
Helena was a private message from J:-Iasdai on behalf of the 
persecuted Jewish communities in southern Italy, the epistle 
addressed to the Byzantine Emperor might very well have been 
an official response on behalf of 'Abd al-RaJ:iman III to a letter 
sent by Constantine VII Porphyrogenitus:52 the fragment inclu
des an explicit acknowledgement of the receipt of an epistle sent 
by the Byzantine Emperor to "Abd al-RaJ:iman, king of 
Spain';53 it refers to the Emperor's first-born son, 54 and may 
have referred55 to the royal epistle of Constantine VII brought 
by the Byzantine emissaries in 949, described by the Arab 
chroniclers as bearing a gold seal with portraits of Constantine 
[VII] and his son Romanus [II], who was crowned as co
emperor in 948. 56 

As learned Jews, scattered over different countries in East and 
West, helped bridge language barriers in the Middle Ages, so 
may Hebrew manuscripts, produced in various Muslim and 
Christian environments and orbits, furnish common grounds 
for the study of the codex civilization. 

Immersed as we are in the particularities of each script and 
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history of book production, we should embark on a quest for a 
'general' or 'universal grammar' of the codex. We should 
explore the common structural elements, the technical and 
aesthetic topoi, economic and social conditionings, functional 
and semiotic configurations of texts and iconography of layout 
which permeate the making of a codex in all the cultures in 
which the codex performed the magnificent role of propagating 
texts and knowledge, preserving cultural continuity, introduc
ing new ideas, and inspiring intellectual and social changes. 
Witnessing the paradoxical and dialectic process of unification 
and dismantling in our own time, both the tremendous pros
pects of overcoming political, racial and cultural barriers and 
menacing national and ethnic fragmentation, historians of the 
book can humbly contribute to the universality of humankind 
by promoting a merged, trans-cultural discipline of convergent 
codicology, and add further common structure and texture to 
cultural multiplicity. 
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NOTES TO LECTURE I 

l See J. Naveh, Early History of the lllphabet: an Introduction to West Semitic 
Epi,~raphy and Palaeography, Jerusalem r987, pp. 78-112. 

2 See]. B. Frey, Corpus Inscriptionum Iudaicarum, HI, Citta de! Vaticano 1936-
1952 (volume I was reprinted with a useful and updated prolegomenon by 
B. L. Lifshitz, Corpus of Jewish Inscriptions: Jewish Inscriptions jrom the Third 
century B.C, to the Seventh Century A.D., New York 1975); H. V. Tcheri
kover et al, Corpus Papyrorum ]udaicamm, I-Ill, Cambridge (Mass.) l957-rg64. 
Cf. C. Sirat, 'Les manuscrits en caracteres hebralques: Realites d'hier et 
histoire d'aujourd'hui', Scritt11ra e Civilta, 10 (1986), pp.247-251 and the 
referred works. 

4 See I. Abrahams, H. P. Stokes and H. Loewe, Starrs and Jewish Charters 
Preserved in the British .il,1useum, vol. I, Cambridge r930; vols. II-111 (by H. 
Loewe), London 1932, and the references in M. Beit-Arie, The 011/y Dated 
Afedieval Hebrew Manuscript Written in England (1189 CE) and the Problem of 
Pre-Expulsion Anglo-Hebrew Manuscripts, London 1985, p.15 note 4; M. T. 
Clanchy, From Memory to Written Record: EnJ<land 1066-1307, Cambridge 
(Mass.) 1979, p.155. 

5 See M. Seit-Arie, 'Hebrew Script in Spain: Development, Offshoots and 
Vicissitudes', Moreshet Sepharad: The Sephardi Lexacy (ed. H. Beinart), I, 
Jerusalem 1992, pp.283-284 and pls. 19, 20, 23. Some of the published 
documents are written only in Hebrew; their Latin versions must have 
become detached. 

6 See C. Si rat, 'Les traducteurs juifs a la cour des rois de Sicile et de Naples', 
Traducrions et traduaeurs au lHvyen Age; Actes du colloque international du CNRS 
organise a Paris, lnstitttt de Rrcherd1e et d'Histvire des Textes, Paris 1989, pp. 169-
191. On translations from Latin as well as Arabic, see the contribution by J.
P. Rothschild, 'Motivations et methodes des traductions en hcbreu du milieu 
du Xlle a la fin du XVc siede' in the same publication, p.279-302. 

7 For brief surveys and bibliography on the vernacular languages used by the 
Jews, see the entries 'Jewish Languages', 'Judco-Greck', 'judeo-Italian', 
'judeo-Proven~al', 'La'az' and 'Yiddish' (see also 'Judeo-Persian' for the East) 

in Encyclopaedia Judaica, I-XVI, Jerusalem r972. 
8 See the evidence, cited by A. Morris, A History af]ewish Ed11Catfon, Jerusalem 

1977, p.2r1 (in Hebrew) on teaching children the Arabic script around rooo 
in Iraq (translated into French by Sirat [above, note 3], p.252, note 41). See 
also S. D. Goitein, Jewisl1 Education in A1uslim Cmmtries, Jerusalem 1962, 
pp.28; 35; 64 note 42; 135 (referred to by]. Blau, )QR, 67 (1976-1977], 
p.193, note 14). On acquiring the Arabic script as well as possessing Arabic 
books in Provence, see the will of the renowned translator Judah Ibn Tibbon 
(Granada, c. r 120-Lunel, r 190) to his son Samuel, in I. Abrahams, Hebrew 
Ethical vVills, Philadelphia 1926, pp. 59, and 80. lbn Tibbon claims that in 
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Muslim Spain and Christian Provence 'Our foremost men only attained to 
high distinction through proficiency in Arabic writing' (p. 59). 

9 In a recent fascinating study P. Sj. van Koningsveld discovered many Arabic 
manuscripts commissioned or owned by Jews in Christian Spain, and some 
written by Jewish scribes. See 'Andalusian-Arabic Manuscripts from Christ
ian Spain: a Comparative, Intercultural Approach', Israel Oriental Studies, 12 
(1992), pp.75-IIo; 'Andalusian-Arabic Manuscripts from Medieval Spain: 
Some Supplementary Notes', Festgabefor Hans-Rudo/fSinger zum 65. Geburts
tag (ed. M. Foster), Frankfurt am Main 1991, pp.Sn-823. 

10 For example, Maimonides (Cordoba, 1135-Egypt or Palestine, 1204), surely 
the best known Jewish medieval scholar and author, wrote most of his works 
in Judeo-Arabic: his influential philosophical book, The Guide of the Per
plexed, and the treatise on logic, the commentary to the Mishna, The Book 
of the Commandments, medical treatises, and many responsa. All his works and 
part of his responsa were translated into Hebrew in the Middle Ages for the 
benefit of Jewish readers in the Christian countries, some of them already in 
his lifetime and some in two translations. For a detailed bibliography of 
Jewish works in Arabic, see M. Steinschneider, Die arabisclie Literatur der 
]uden, Frankfurt a. M. l9Q2. See also A. S. Halkin, 'Judea-Arabic Literature', 
in Encyclopaedia ]udaica, vol. X, Jerusalem 1972, cols. 410-423. 

1 r See J. Blau, The Emergence and Linguistic Background of judeo-Arabic, Jerusalem 
1981, pp.34-44; 'R. Nissim's Book of Comfort and the Problem of Script in 
Judeo-Arabic Literature', ]QR, 67 (1976-1977), pp.185-194. Blau asserts 
that the bulk of Rabbanite Jewry could scarcely read Arabic characters at all. 

12 Cf. G. Khan, Karaite Bible }Vfanuscripts from the Cairo Genizah, Cambridge 
1990 (Cambri~;:e University Library Genizah Studies, 9), pp.1-21 and the 
bibliography referred to; idem, 'The Medieval Karaite Transcriptions of 
Hebrew into Arabic Script', Israel Oriental Studies, 12 (1992), pp.157-176, 
esp. 1 59-162. For such manuscripts in The British Library. see G. Margo
liouth, Catalogtie of the Hebrew and Samaritan l\,famiscripts in the British AJ11srnm, 
Part I (London 1899), 189 ff, Part II (1905), 172 ff and R. Hoerning, Six 
Karaite A1ammripts of Portions <f the Hebrew Bible in Arabic Characters, London 
1889. On additional fragments in The British Library cf. H. Ben-Shammai, 
'Some Judeo-Arabic Karaite Fragments in the British Museum Collections', 
Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies, 38 (1975), pp.126-130. 

I J To borrow a term coined in literary criticism; cf. G. Deleuze and F. Guatti, 
Kafka: Towards 1Hinor Literattire (tr. D. Polan), Minneapolis1986. 

14 See S. A. Birnbaum, Tf1e Hebrew Scripts, !-II, Leiden 1971 and London 1954-
1957; M. Beit-Arie in collaboration with E. Engel and A. Yardeni, Specimens 
of :Wediaeual Hebrew Scripts, Part I, Jernsalem 1987. 

15 See M. Beit-Arie, Hebrew Codicology: Tentative Typology of Technical 
Practices Employed in Hebrew Dated A1edieval lHanuscripts, Paris 1976 (reprinted 
with corrigenda and addenda, Jerusalem 198 1). 
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r6 Research has been carried out since 1965 by the Hebrew Palaeography 
Project, sponsored jointly by the Israel Academy of Science and Humanities 
(in cooperation with the Jewish National and University Library) in Jerusa
lem and the Institut de Recherche et d'Histoire des Textes of the Centre 
National de la Recherche Scientifique in Paris. All the dated manuscripts 
were traced. Most of them have already been thoroughly studied, and their 
codicological and scribal features recorded and computerized. The records 
are processed, retrieved, grouped and correlated by the SFAR-DATA 
database in Jerusalem. See M. Beit-Arie, 'The Codicological Data-Base of 
the Hebrew Palaeography Project: a Tool for Localizing and Dating Hebrew 
Medieval Manuscripts', in: D. Rowland and Sh. Salinger (eds.), Hebrew 
Studies; Papers Presented at a Colloquium on Resources for Hebraica in Europe, 
London 1991 (British Library Occasional Papers, 13), pp. 165-197. 

I7 Cf. Beit-Arie, ibid, pp. 171-1 n 
18 See Beit-Arie, Hebrew Codicology, pp. ro4-109. 
19 See in detail Beit-Arie, The Only Dated etc. (above, note 4), pp.33-35 and 

plates 6-7; see the identification of half of the borrowers by Z. Entin Rokeal;i, 
ibid, pp. 36-56. 

20 For a detailed listing of the collections of Hebrew manuscripts, including 
private ones, see User's Guide: the Collective Catalogue of Hebrew Afanuscripts 
from tlu Institute of Microfilmed Hehrew Manuscripts and the Department of 
Manuscripts of the Jewish National and University Library, Jerusalem, Jerusalem 
1989 (attached to a microfiche edition of the catalogue; published by 
Chad,vyck-Healey, France). Since 1950, this institute has been assembling all 
Hebrew manuscripts on microfilms and cataloguing them, and is about to 
complete its task. For descriptions of the main collections see B. Richlcr, 
Hebrew l'vfan11scripts: a Treasured L1:~acy, Cleveland and Jerusalem 1990, 
pp.138-141. 

21 C( P. F. Fumagalli, 'Hebrew Manuscripts and Fragments Discovered in 
Italy', in Hebrew SIHdies (cf. above, note 16), pp. r23-r29; 'Le copcrtine 
ebraiche a Cremona ea Pavia', Annali de/la Biblioteca Statale e Librrria CiPica 
di Cremona, 40 (1989)) (Studi e Biblio.izrafie, 4), pp.55-6J. Cf. also the series 
of articles by M. Perani in Henoch, JO (1988), pp.219-234; 11 (1989), pp. rn3-
ro8 and 363-365; 12 (1990), pp.227-229, and in Rivista Bihlica, 35 (r987), 
pp.491-494; idem, Frammenti di manoscritti e libri ebraici a Noriantola, Nonan
tola 1992 (Archivo Storico Nonamolario, 1). 

22 Colette Sirat, who attempted to estimate the number of books produced by 
the Jews in the Middle J\ges on the basis of historical and literary evidence, 
surviving inventories of books and demographic estimates of the Jewish 
communities, arrived at a calculation of one million copies. See Sirat, 'Les 
manuscrits en caracteres hebra1ques' (above, note 3), pp.260-271. 

23 Cf. \V. Popper, The Censors/lip of Hebrew Books, New York 1899, particularly 
pp.6-32. See also Sirat, ibid., p.270. 
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24 Cf. S. D. Goitein, A Z\Jediterranean Society: the Jewish Communities of the Arab 
World as Portrayed in the Documents of the Cairo Geniza, l, Berkeley-Los 
Angeles-London r967, p. 18. 

25 Cf. Turner, The Typology of the Early Codex, [Philadelphia] 1977; C. H. 
Roberts and I. C. Skeat, The Birth of the Codex, London 1987; M. McCor
mick, 'The Birth of the Codex and the Apostolic Life-Style', Scriptorium, 39 
(1985), pp. 150-1 58;). van Hadst, 'Les origines du codex', Les debuts du codex: 
ilctes de la journee d'etude organisee a Paris les 3 et 4 juillet 1985 (ed. A. 
Blanchard), Turnhout 1989 (Bibliologia, 9) pp. 13-35. For additional refer
ences see B. M. Metzger, Manuscripts of the Greek Bible, New York and 
Oxford 1981, p.17, note p. (the arguments ofS. Lieberman, who suggests 
that the Christian followed an earlier Jewish employment of the codex form, 
are refuted by the metaphorical usages of pinax in talmudic and midrashic 
literature; cf. Haran, below, note 27). 

26 Cf. C Sirat avec la contribution de M. Beit-Arie, M. Dukan et al, Les papyrus 
en caracteres hibrai'ques trouvis en Egypte, Paris 1985; Beit-Arie, Hebrew 
Codico/ogy, pp.9-ro. 

27 M. Haran, 'The Codex, the Pinax and the Wooden Slats', Tarbiz, 57 (1987-
88), pp.151-164 (in Hebrew). 

28 Cf. E. G. Turner, Tlie Terms Recto and Verso: The Atiatomy <;fthe Papyrus Roll 
(Actes du XVe Congres International de Papyrologie, Part I; Papyrofogica Bruxel
lensia, 16), Bruxclles 1978, pp.26-53. For the ralmudic sources, see S. 
Lieberman, Hellenism in Jewish Palesrine, New York 1950, p.206, note 30; A. 
Sperber, A Dfrtionary of Greek and Latin LeJ?al Terms in Rabbinic Literature, 
!Ramat Gani r984, pp.98-99. 

29 See L. W. Daly, 'l?atuli: Liturgy Rolls and Formal Documents', Greek, 
Roman and Byzantine Studies, 14 (1973), pp.333-338; G. Cavallo, R<1to/i di 
fa;ultet de/l'lta/ia meridionale, Bari 1973. 

30 Cf. S. Ory, 'Un nouveau type du mushaf: invcntairc des corans en roukaux 
de provenance damascainc conserves a Istanbul', REI, 33 (1965), pp.87-149; 
J. Sourdcl-Thomine and D, Sourdd, 'Apropos des documents de la grande 
mosquce de Damas conserves a Istanbul', ibid, pp.73-85. According to the 
plates, these fragmentary rolls arc indeed rotiili . 

. ll Cf. M. Beit-Arie, 'The Munich Palimpsest: a Hebrew Scroll Written Before 
the Sth Cent.', Kirjath Sepher, 43 (1967-68), p.417, note 29; M. Bregman, 
'An Early Fragment of Avot de Rabbi Natan from a Scroll', Tarbiz, .52 (1982-
1983), pp.201-222, esp. p.203, note 3 (in Hebrew). Fragments of a Byzantine 
Hebrew rotu/us, containing a commentary to the Prophets interspersed with 
many Greek words and written on both sides are Mss Jerusalem, JNUL 4° 
577.7/1 and Cambridge University Library T-S F2(1).2II and K25.288 (!am 
indebted to Dr Nicolas De Lange for drawing my attention to these 
fragments). 

32 Cf. M. Beit-Arie, 'How Hebrew Manuscripts arc Made', in: L. S. Gold (ed.), 



il. Sixn and a Witness: 2000 Years of Hebrew Books and Illuminations, New York 
and Oxford 1988, p.36; M. Glatzer, 'The Aleppo Codex: Codicological and 
Paleographical Aspects', Sefunot, 4 [19] (1989), pp.26o-261. 

3 3 On the authenticity problems of the earliest extant dated Hebrew codex, a 
copy of the Latter Prophets written according to its colophon in Tiberias 
(Palestine) in 894/ 5 and kept in the Karaite Synagogue in Cairo, see Glatzer, 
ibid., pp.250-259. On the refuted early ninth-century dating of another 
codex of the Latter Prophets, MS St Peters burg, Institute of Oriental Studies 
D62, which, according to a deed was sold by its owner who had inherited it, 
allegedly in 847, cf. M. Beit-Arie, Jewish Studies, 31 (1991), pp.45-46 (in 
Hebrew). See also the listing of other early codices and fragments, literary as 
well as documentary, by S. Hopkins, 'The Oldest Dated Document in the 
Geniza?', Studies in Judaism and Islam Presented to Shelomo Dov Goitein on the 
Occasion of his Ei,J?~ltieth Birthday (ed. Sh. Morag et al), Jerusalem 1981, pp.llr-
94; 97-98. 

3 4 For details of the earliest extant dated manuscript in each geo-cultural area 
and the geographical and chronological distribution of the dated manuscripts 
see Beit-Arie, 'The codicological Data-Base' etc. (cf. above, note r6), 
pp. r69-173; Hebrew Codicology, pp.17-19. 

35 Most of these translations are listed and discussed in the monumental work 
of M. Steinschneider, Die hebriiischen Obersetz1mgen des }vfirtelalters und die 
Juden als Dolmetscher, Berlin 1893 (repr. Graz 1956). See also A. S. Halkin, 
'Translation and translators (Medieval)', in Encyclopaedia Judaica, vol. XV, 
Jerusalem 1972, cols. 1318-1329. On translations from Arabic to Latin and 
Castilian and from Catalan to Castilian by Jews in Spain, see recently , F. 
Diaz Esteban, 'Jewish Literary Creation in Spanish', 1v1oreshet Sepharad: The 
Sephardi Legacy (ed. H. Beinart), I, Jerusalem 1992, pp.414-.p3. 

36 Cf. Catalog11e ,Rbtfral des manuscrits des bibliotheques publiques des departements, 
I, Paris 1849, pp.209-2r 1. 

37 Mss Laon, Bibliotheque municipale 407, fols. 63r and 14ov. See M. Beit
Arie, 'A Hebrew-Latin Glossary - a Testimony of Spoken Hebrew in Tenth 
Century Jerusalem?', Tarbiz, 48 (1978-1979), p.280, note r8 (in Hebrew), 
and PLATE I. 

38 See F. Ravaisson's introduction to the catalogue of the manuscripts of Laon 
(above, note 36), pp.43-45. 

39 On such evidence implied by Charles the Bald himself in one of his decrees, 
and.by Hincmar, who accused Charles the Bal d's Jewish doctor of poisoning 
him, see Beit-Arie (above, note 37), loc. cit. 

40 Third edition, Oxford 1983, p.44. 
41 See B. Smalley, The Study of the Bible in the ,\,fiddle Ages, esp. pp.338-355, 

361-363. On early medieval Hebrew-Latin glossaries see M. Beit-Arie, 'A 
Hebrew-Latin Glossary' (cf. above, note 37), p.276 (an abridged version of 
the Greek - Old High German Hebrew - Latin glossary of Ms. Zwettl, 
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Stiftbibliothek Cod. I of the eleventh century is to be found in Ms. 
Avranches, Bibliotheque municipale 107, fols. 155r-156v), and pp.274-302, 
in which the so-far earliest known glossary, first referred to by B. Bischoff 
in Speculum, 36 (1961), p.218, is edited and discussed (in Hebrew). The edited 
glossary, copied in four manuscripts of Latin Old German glossaries, the 
earliest dated in the tenth century, includes Latin transcriptions and transla
tions of 29 Hebrew practical phrases and words, probably recorded by a 
Christian pilgrim from High Germany in the Holy Land. It represents a 
unique documentation of spoken Hebrew and its pronunciation not later than 
the tenth century. 

42 See, for instance, the manuscripts in the Hebrew collection of the Bavarian 
State Library (M. Steinschneider, Die hebraeischen Handschriften der k. Hof utid 
S1aatsbibliothek in Muenchen, Muenchen 1875), Cod. hebr. 72, and 329 
(written by a Jewish convert), 103, I J2, II 5 (written by a Christian) and 3 l, 
32 and 81 (written by Jewish scribes). See also, M. Stcinschneider, Vorlesm1xen 
iiber die Kunde hebriiischer Handschriften, deren Sammhmgen und Verzeichnisse, 
Leipzig 1897, p.68. 

43 Cf. Smalley, ibid., pp.342-344 and the previous studies referred to, particu
larly her Hebrew Scholarship amon.i: Christians i11 Xl!Irh Century England as 
Illustrated by some Hebrew-Latin Psalters, London 1939. 

44 See the detailed studies of R. Loewe, The Medieval Christian Hcbraists of 
England; the S11perscriptio LiHwlniensis', HUCA, 28 (1957), pp.205-252; 
'Latin Superscriptio Manuscripts on Portions of the Hebrew Bible other than 
the Psalter', ]JS, 9 (1958), pp.63-71. Bilingual manuscripts of other scripts 
are also of great merit for comparative codicology and palaeography. See, 
for example, the Greek-Arabic manuscript in St. Cathcrine's Monastery in 
Sinai written there in 995/6 by a Christian scribe who worded his colophon 
in both languages and scripts; cf. G. Garittc, 'Un evangeliaire grec-arabe du 
Xc sii'dc (cod. Sin. ar. I I 6)', Studia Codiwlogica (ed. K. Treu), Berlin 1977 
(Texte imd Umermchw1gm Ziii' Grn-hicl1te der a/tchristlichen Uternt1ir., 124), 
pp.207-225. 

45 Cf. Smalley, The Study of rite Bihle, pp.347-348. On one of these manu
scripts, MS Paris, Bibliotheque nationale hebr. JI 3, a Hebrew Psalter 
partially glossed in FrL'nch and Latin, see recently M. Garcl, D'1me main j(irte: 
manmcrits hebreux des wllectio11s ji-anfaises la catalogue of an exhibition at the 
Bibliotheque nationalc, I 7 October 1991 -15 January I 992], Paris 1991, 
pp.90-91, n° 60. Gard has noticed the similarity of its script to that of MS 
Valmadonna l, a Pentateuch which was written in 1189 and whose English 
provenance I have tried to establish on codicological grounds as well as by 
a few Anglo-Norman French glosses written by its vocalizor (cf. Beit-Arie, 
The only Dated Afedieval Hebrew Manuscript Written in London 1985). 
Garel also noted in MS Paris notes written in Old English and the Runic 
alphabet. and observed insular characteristics in the colours of the decoration. 



Like other glossed manuscripts which contain only the Hebrew text and are 
written from right to left Hebrew-wise in a typical Jewish hand, this 
manuscript seems to have been produced in a Jewish environment for Jewish 
use and only later to have passed into Christian hands. However, the hybrid 
numeration of the psalms may very well imply, as Garel suggests, that it 
was originally commissioned by a Christian scholar or establishment. 

46 Cf. Beit-Arie, ibid., pp.7-9 and 21-23. 
47 Smalley, ibid., pp.347-348. 
48 MS Leiden, University Library Or. 4725; see G. I. Lieftinck. 'The "Psalter

ium hebraycum" from St Augustine's Canterbury Rediscovered in the 
Scaliger Bequest at Leiden', Transactions of the Cambridge Bibliographical 
Sociery, 2 (1955), pp.97-104. The Latin version and an abridged Breviarium 
in Psalmos were copied in parallel marginal columns only until fol. I 8v and 
partially also on a few other pages. That rhe Hebrew was written by a 
Christian hand was already suspected by M. Steinschncider in his catalogue 
of the Hebrev>1 manuscripts of Leiden, Catalogus Codicum Hebraeorum Bib
liothecae Academiae Lugd1mo-Batauae, Lugduni-Batai•orum J 858, MS Seal. 8, 
p. 349. On a twelfth-century Spanish (?) polyglot Psalter which contains the 
Hebrew, Greek and two Latin versions written in parallel columns, also kept 
in Leiden University Library (MS BPG 49a), see S. R Melker, E. G. L. 
Schrijver and E. van Voolen (eds.), The Image and Printed Book: Catalogue of 
an Exhibirion Held at the Jewish Historical Atuseum, Amsterdam 1990, pp. 50-
51, n° I 7, According to the reproduction of the first page included in the 
catalogue (Fig. 22), it is obvious that the Hebrew in this manuscript too was 
not written by a Jewish hand. 

49 Cf. M. Beit-Arie and C. Sirat, :\1anusrrits mediePaux en caracteres hehraiques 
portanl des indications de date jusqu'a 1540, II, Paris and Jerusalem 1979, 11° 58. 
The Latin initial letters ER in fol. 5v, also reproduced in colours in Gard, 
ibid., n° 21, p.35, represent the Hebrew initial word erekh. The letter R is 
vocalized in red ink by the Hebrew sign for the vowd e, while the missing 
last vocal kh, which could not have been accommodated by the space left for 
the initials, was written (and vocalized) in the right margin in the same ink 
and pen in Hebrew. but in reverse direction, to match the Latin left-to-right 
direction, 

50 See L. Avrin, 1Wicrography as Art, Paris and Jerusalem 1981. 
51 See, for instance, Th. and M. Metzger, 'Les enluminures du Ms. Add. 11639 

de la British Library: un manuscrit hebreu du Nord de la France (fin du XIIIe 
siccle premier quart du XIVe siede) ', IYiener .Jahrbudi far Kunstgeschichte, 3 8 
(1985), pp.59-113, esp. rn7-109. 

52 Cf. B. Narkiss, 'An 11luminated Mishneh Torah Manuscript in the Jewish 
National and University library in Jerusalem', Ki~jath Sepher, 43 (1967-
1968), pp.285-300 (in Hebrew). In this case the artist identified was Maestro 
di Ser Cambio of Perugia (c.1400). 
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53 See R. Suckale, 'Ober den Anteil christlicher Maler an der Ausmalung 
hebraischer Handschriften der Gotik in Bayern', in M. Treml and]. Kirmeier 
(eds.), Geschichte und Kult11r der ]uden in Bayern: Aufiiitze, Munchen and New 
York I 988 ( Veriiffentlichungen zur Bayerischen Geschidue und Kultur, 1 7), 
p. 130. The contours of the initial Hebrew word inscribed near the Latin 
inscription at the head of the Book of Job are written by a hand which was 
well trained in Hebrew writing, while the illustrated initial words in the 
manuscript are shaped in a rather crude and strange manner. Therefore it 
seems that the Latin instructions for the illustration and the contours of the 
Hebrew initial words on the margins were written by a Jew, probably the 
main scribe himself, whereas a non-Jev.ish artist (or artists), who illustrated 
the initial words, also depicted them in gold. 

54 See in detail M. Beit-Arie, 'A Palaeographical and Codicological Study of 
the Manuscript' in The Rothschild Miscellany: a Scholarly Commentary [to a 
facsimile edition], Jerusalem and London r989, pp.97-roo. 

55 See C. 0. Nordstrom, The Duke of Alba's Castilian Bible: a Study of the 
Rabbfr1ical Features of the Miniatures, Smckholm 1967; S. Fellous, 'Une Bible 
a la rencontre des cultures', in Le Uvre au 1\..foyen Age, [Paris) 1988, pp. q8-
1 54; idem, 'Catalogue Raisone of the Miniatures', in the Companion Volume 
of the facsimile edition of the manuscript, La Biblia de Alba: an Illustrated 
1\1anuscript Bible in Castilian (ed. J. Schonfield) Madrid 1992, pp. 78-146. 

56 A. Keller, 'The Making of the Biblia de Alba', in the Companion Vol1ime of 
the facsimile edition, p. 1 52. 

NOTES TO LECTURE II 

I Sejarad is a biblical geographical term (Ob. 1 :20), interpreted in the Middle 
Ages as designating Spain. 

2 See M. Beit-Arie, 'Hebrew Script in Spain: Development, Offshoots and 
Vicissitudes' (cf. above, Lecture I, note 5), pp.287-288 and Figs. 19-24 (for 
a detailed presentation of the Sefardic scripts see the entire paper, pp.282-
317). The Sefardic type of Hebrew scripts must have been introduced into 
Christian Spain by scribes and scholars who fled from Andalusia in the 
middle of the twelfth century and settled there (and also in Provence), 
following the Almohad invasion and the destruction of Jewish centres. 
It seems that the Jews in the Orient did not manufacture their own parchment 
for codices, but were dependent on Arabic production, as is reflected by 
halakhic discussion concerning the adoption of rhe raqq, the Arabic parch
ment, for Jewish ritual scrolls. On the halakhic problem posed by Arabic 
parchment, its rejection and post facto acceptance by rabbinic authorities, see 
M. Haran, 'Bible Scrolls in Eastern and Western Jewish Communities from 
Qumran to the High Middle Ages', HUC.4, 56 (1985), pp.47-56. 
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4 Cf. E. Ashtor, Let1ant Trade in the Larer !\fiddle Ages, Princeton 1983, p.210, 
note 63; idem. 'Levantine Sugar Industry in the Later Middle Ages: an 
Example of Technological Decline'. Israel Oriental Studies, 7 (1977), pp.266-
273. In later periods, Italian paper mills produced special papers destined for 
export to the Islamic Orient which contained particular watermark designs, 
consisting mainly of the Muslim symbol of the crescent. Cf. F. Babinger, 
'Papierhandel und Papierbereitung in der Levante', Wochenb/attflir Papierfabri
kation, 62 (1931), pp. 12r5-r219 [=F. Babinger, Aufsiitze und Abhandlungen 
zur Geschidue Siidosteuropas und der Levante, II, Munich 1966 (Siidosteuropa
Schrifi.en, 8), pp.127-132]; V. Mosin and M. Grozdanovic-Pajic, "'Crown 
Star Crescent" Mark and European Export Paper', Papiergescliichte, 13 (1963), 
pp.44-51. 

5 See Hebrew Codicolo,1'y, pp. 27-36, and the studies referred to. For the 
characterization of Arabic papers according to Arabic sources published by 
J. Karabacek, see C.-M. Briquet, Le papier arabe au AJoyen-A,i;e et safabrication, 
Berne 1888 (an off-print from Union de la Papeterie, aof1t-septembre) [ = 

Briquet's Opuscula, Hilversum 1955 (ilrfonumenta Charrae Papyraceae Historiam 
I/111strantia, 4), pp. 162-170]. On two-layer, double-face paper, see J. Karaba
cek, 'Das arabische Papier', 1\!littheilun,i;en aus der Sammlung der Papyrus 

Rainer, II-Ill, Vienna 1887, pp. 140-141; cf. the recent 
translation of most of Karabacek's study by D. Baker and S. Dittmer, Arab 
Paper, London 1991, p.53;]. lrigoin, 'La datation par les filigranes du papier', 
Codiwlo,r;ia (ed. A. Gruys), V {Litterae textuales), Leiden 1980, p. 1 5; H. 
Cachet, 'Papier et parchemin', JPH Information, 16 (1982), pp.36-41; J. Peder
son, The Arabic Book (tr. G. French), Princeton 1984, p.66. 

6 No typology exists of the codicological practices of Arabic manuscripts. 
While my characterization of Hebrew codicological features is based on 
quantitative study of most of the dated manuscripts, for Arabic manuscripts 
1 have had to rely only upon occasional examination of Arabic codices, a few 
catalogues which provide codicological data, and information received from 
my colleague, Ephraim Wust, keeper of Arabic manuscripts in the Jewish 
National and University Library of Jerusalem, and my remarks should be 
regarded as tentative. For the Hebrew Oriental manuscripts set' Hebrew 
Codicolo,tff, pp. 74-75, 78-83, 86. On the five bifolia quiring which also 
characterizes Arabic manuscripts see Fr. Deroche, Catalox11e des manusi-rits 
arabes [ile laJ Bibliotheque nationale, Deuxieme partie, Tome I, I: Les manuscrits 
du Coran: aux or~~ines de la ralligraphie coranique, Paris 198 3, p. 20, note 6; on 
the practice of four bifolia guiring in early Arabic Korans produced in Iran 
see idem, Tome I, 2: Les manuscrits d11 Coran du ivlaglireb l'fnsulinde, Paris 
198 5, p. 14, and particularly the individual descriptions of the Persian 
manuscripts in Fr. Richard, Catalo.~ue des manuscrits pmans la] Bibliotheque 
nationale, I, Paris 1989. On quinion quiring of Syriac codices, see M. H, 
Goshen - Gottstein, Syriac Manuscripts in the Harvard College Library, Ann 
Arbor 1979 (Han1ard Semitic Studies, 23), p.25, note 55. 
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7 Hebrew Codicology, pp. 75-76. Access to the great collection of early Hebrew 
codices in the Russian National Library (formerly Saltykov-Shchedrin State 
Public Library) of St Petersburg, denied until recently, has enabled us to trace 
back the special Sefardic practice of pricking both outer and inner margins 
and ruling two (sometimes four) successive leaves of the folded quire at once 
(always on the hair side of the first page of each pair) to the end of the tenth 
century. While the earliest dated Spanish manuscript displaying this techni
que is dated l l 84 (it is also the earliest dated Sefardic manuscript in Western 
collections), much earlier dated codices, produced by immigrant scribes from 
the Maghreb in Palestine, which are kept in St Petersburg, have recently 
been found to have been ruled in accordance with the peculiar Sefardic 
practice: MSS EBP. IIB39, written in Jerusalem in 988/9 and EBP. IIB8 
written in ro50/ l in Palestine (by the scribe of MS Cairo, Karaite Synagogue 
written in 1027/8 [ cf. Hebrew Codicology, p. l l l, addendum top. l 5, note ro], 
which is similarly pricked and ruled). The variant Sefardic practice of 
pricking the outer margins only and ruling two successive unfolded bifolia 
can be noticed already in part of MS EBP. IIB124, produced in Kairouan 
(Tunisia) between 941 and ro30 (the date in the colophon is partly illegible). 

8 Cf. A. Keller, 'Le systeme espagnol de reglure dans les manuscrits visigothi
ques', VIII Coloquio de/ Comite internacional de paleogra.fia latina: Actas 
(Madrid-Toledo, 29 setiembre - l octubre 1987), Madrid 1989 (Estudios y 
Ensayos, 6), pp.107-114; idem, 'Codicologia comparativa de los manuscritos 
medievales espaiioles, latinos, arabes y hebreos ', in Estudios sabre Alfonso VI 
y la Rewnquista de Toledo: Actas de/ II Congreso Internacional de Estudios 
lVlozdrabes (Toledo, 20-26 mayo 1985), III, Toledo 1989 (Serie Histcirica, s), 
pp.207-218. 

9 According to Rand, quoted by J. Vezin in Annuaire de /'Ecole Pratique des 
Hautes Etudes, !Verne section, ro9 (1976-1977), p.493, such a ruling charac
terized many Latin manuscripts produced in Spain before the twelfth 
century. See also J. Vezin, 'La realisation materielle des manuscrits latins 
pendant le haut Moyen Age', Codicolo,~ica (ed. A. Gruys), II (Litterae 
textuales), Leiden 1978, p.33. 

10 Ashkenaz is a biblical geographical term (Gen. ro:3; l Chron. 1:6;Jer: 51:27) 
assigned to designate northern France and particularly Germany in the 
Middle Ages. 

I I [ have benefitted from a tentative diachronic survey by Albert Derolez, 
'Quires and Ruling in Western Manuscripts from the Ninth to the Fifteenth 
Century', and from the drafts of a manual of Latin codicology which is being 
prepared by J. Peter Gumbert, both presented to the Comparative Codicol
ogy Group, which [ was privileged to coordinate at the Institute for 
Advanced Studies of the Hebrew University in Jerusalem in the winter and 
spring of 1991. 

1 2 The study of all the dated Ashkenazic manuscripts shows that at the end of 
the twelfth century a new processing technique emerged, minimizing the 
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natural difference between the hair-side and the flesh-side of the parchment 
and resulting in a complete or almost complete equalization of both sides in 
most of the Hebrew parchment manuscripts produced in Germany from the 
middle of the thirteenth century onwards. In manuscripts produced in 
northern France the parchment sides are still discernable, at least in part (cf. 
Hebrew Codicology, pp.22-26). The Ashkenazic typical 'new' parchment 
seems to correspond with the characterization of the parchment employed 
in Latin manuscripts produced in Europe. Cf. W. Wattenbach, Das Schrift
wesen im 1Hittelalter, Leipzig 1896, pp.II6-II7; L Santifaller, Beitriige zur 
Geschidzte der Beschreibstojfe im Afitte/alter, I (Mitteilungen des Instituts fur 
osterreichische Geschicht~forschungen, XVI, r), Graz and Cologne 1953, pp.80-
82; M. Palma; 'Modifiche di alcuni aspetti materiali della produzione libraria 
latina nei secoli XII e XIII', Scrittura e Civilta, l 2 (1988), p.123. On a halakhic 
source testifying that at the end of the Middle Ages it was impossible to 

distinguish the parchment sides in Ashkenaz, see M. Glatzer, 'The Aleppo 
Codex' (cf. above, Lecture I, note 32), p. 190. 

13 To this day it is not dear whether the 'new' practice of pricking both outer 
and inner margins for guiding the horizontal mling, introduced into Ashke
na2ic continental manuscripts in the early thirteenth century and characteriz
ing most of the Ashkenazic codices from the late thirteenth century on (cf. 
Hebrew Codicology, pp.70-71), is also typical of Latin Franco-German 
manuscripts of the late Middle Ages, as it is of insular ones. See Beit-Arie, 
The Only Dated etc., pp.26-27, note 65. See also J. Vezin in Annuaire (cf. 
above, note 9), p.495. 

14 Cf. C. T. Schonemann, Versuch eines vo/lstiindigen Systems der allgemeinen 
besotuiers iilteren Diplomatik, I, Leipzig 1818, p.515; E. A. Loew, The 
Benevmtan Script, Oxford 1914, pp.293-294; N. R. Ker, En,1tlish klanuscripts 
in the Century after the Norman Conquest, Oxford 1900, pp.41-42; J. Vezin, 
'Les manuscrits dates de l'ancien fonds latin de la Bibliotheque nationale de 
Paris', Scriptorium, 19 (1965), p.87; idem, Annuaire, p.494; idem, Codicologica, 
II, pp.33-34. On the spread of colour ruling in Latin Gothic manuscripts 
produced all over Occidental Europe, including Italy (where Hebrew 
manuscripts were rarely ruled by plummet) see the survey of ninety-five 
dated and localized manuscripts carried out by M. Palma, ibid. (cf. above, 
note 12), pp.II9-r33. 

1) Cf. Hebrew Codicology, pp.76-78, 84. The earliest Hebrew manuscript ruled 
entirely by plummet seems to be MS Oxford, Corpus Christi College 133, 
which must have been in England (or produced there) before 1200 (cf. above, 
p.8). 

16 Ibid., p.73, note 139· 
17 Cf. J. Vezin in Codicolo;~ica, II, p.34. 
l 8 Hebrew Codicology, pp. 78 and l i 3. 
19 A. Derolex, Codicologie des mammrits en ecriture humanistique sur parchemin, I

II, Turnhout 1984. 
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20 Hebrew Codicology, p. l lO. Cf. also Beit-Arie, 'The Codicological Data-Base' 
etc. (cf. above, Lecture I, note 16), pp. 191-194 (Appendixes VITa-VIId). 

21 'The Shop of a Florentine "cartolario" in 1426', Studi offerti a Roberto Ridolfi 
(Biblioteca di Bibliografia Italiana, 71), Florence 1973, pp.237-248, esp. pp.240, 
244-245 (nos. 48-50). For additional references see Derolez, ibid., I, pp.35 
(note II) and 78. 

22 Ibid., pp. 77-78. 
23 ]. P. Gumbert, 'Ruling by Rake and Board', in P. Ganz (ed.), The Role of 

the Book in Medieval Culture: Proceedings of the Oxford International Sympo
sium ... 1982, Turnhout 1986 (Bibliologia, 3), pp.44-48. 

24]. Irigoin, 'Pour une etude des centres de copie byzantins', Scriptorium, 12 
(1958), pp.208-227;]. Leroy, 'Les manuscrits grecs d'Italie', Codicologica, II, 
pp.52-66. 

25 I am indebted to Prof. Axinia Dforova for drawing my attention to this 
similarity. For Greek decorations, compare, for instance, I. Hutter, Corpus 
der byzantinischen Afiniaturenhandschriften, l, Stuttgart r977 (Denkmiiler der 
Buchkunst, 2), nos. 39 (pls. 227-235), 44 (pl. 285), 48 (pl. 298-299), 62 (pls. 
388-39r). For Slavonic decorations see A. Dforova, Bulgarian Aianuscripts: a 
Tl1ousat1d Years of Ornaments and Miniatures, Sofia 1981 (in Bulgarian); A. 
Dforova, K. Stancev and M. Japundzic, Catalogo dei manuscritti s/avi de/la 
Biblioteca Vaticana, Sofia 1985. See also Ch. Paschou, 'Style "Balkanique" 
dans la decoration de quelques manuscrits de la Bibliotheque nationale 
d' Athenes', Paleographie et diplomatique slaves, vol. 2, Sofia 1985, pp.214-225. 

26 Cf. E. J. Worman, 'Two Book-Lists from the Cambridge Genizah Frag
ments', ]QR, 20 (r908), p.459, line 16. 

27 Cf., for example, J.-P. Rothschild, 'Listes des livres hebreux en Italie: 
nouveaux documents pour une typologie', RHT, 19 (1989), pp.304, line 11 
and 318, line 4 ('Ashkenazic writing', i.e. German) and pp.303, line 2; 304, 
line 12; 305, line 59; J27, line 1 ('French writing'). 

28 Worman, ibid., line 27. 
29 E.g., Rothschild, ibid., pp.304, line 8 and 305, line 58. 
30 E.g., J.-P. Rothschild. 'Quelques listes de livres hebreux dans des manuscrits 

de la Bibliotheque nationale de Paris', RHT, 17 (1987), p.319, lines 4 and 7. 
The term appears also in various halakhic sources. 

31 See, for instance, W. Wright, Catalogue of the Syriac Jianuscripts in the British 
lvfuseum, IH, London 1872, pls. II, VII, X, XIV, XVIII and XIX, and 
particularly the plates in P. Kokowzoft~ Nouveaux fragments syropalestiniens de 
la Bibliotheque imperiale publique de Saint-Ntersbottt;'t, St Petersburg 1906. 

J2 Cf Deroche, Catalogue (above, note 6), I, 1, pl. VII. 
33 Cf. B. Moritz, Arabic Palaeography, Cairo 1905 (reprinted Osnabriick 

1986), most of plates 1-45; G. Vajda, Album 1Je paleoiraphie arabe, Paris 1958, 
nos. l-6; A. ]. Arberry, The Koran Illuminated: a Handlisr of the Korans in 
the Cliester Beatty Library, Dublin 1967, pls. I, II, 12 and 17; M. Lings and 
Y. H. Satadi, The Qur'an: Catalogue of an Exhibition of Qur'ati lvfanuscripts ai 
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the British Library, London 1976, pp.17-28; D. James, Qur'ans and Bindings 
from the Chester Beatty Library: a Facsimile Exhibition, London 1980, pp.13-
24. See also the illuminating historical analysis of the ductus, particularly the 
direction of the executed strokes, in the Hebrew scripts in comparison to 
other Semitic scripts and Greek, by Colette Sirat in collaboration \l.ith 
Michele Dukan, Ecriture et civilisations, Paris 1976, pp.4-17, 95-1or. Sirar 
concludes that the ductus of Hebrew scripts changed in accordance with the 
ductus of the dominating non-Hebrew scripts. On the Kufic ductus and its 
impact on the Oriental Hebrew script see pp.99-J01. 

34 Cf the plates in M. Ocana Jimenez, El cufico hispano y su evolucion, Madrid 
1970. 

35 Cf R. Barbour, Greek Literary Hand A. D. 400-1600, Oxford 1981, platesr-
3 and G. Cavallo, Ricerche sulla maiuscola biblica, Florence 1967 (Studi e testi 
di papirologia editi da!l'Istitrlto papirologico 'G. Vitelli' di Firenze, 2); B. M. 
Metzger, i'vfammripts of t11e Greek Bible: an Introduction to Greek Paleography, 
New York and Oxford 1981, pp. 24-25. Compare also the 'square' style 
of the Coptic script in W. H. Worrell, The Coptic }i,fam;scripts in the Freer 
Collection, New York 1923. 

36 Cf. M. P. Brown, A Guide to Western Historical Scripts from Antiquity to 1600, 

London 1990, no.r. 
37 Cf. N. Abbott, The Rise of the N,1rth Arabic Script and its ~ur'iinic Development, 

with a Full Description of the f\ur'<lti Afanuscripts in the Oriental Imtitute, Chicago 
1939, pp.23-28. 

38 Cf. Lings and Safadi, The Qur'an, pp.42-47; M. Lings, Tlie Quranic Art of 
Calligraphy and Illtimination, England 1976, pp.53-69. 

39 M. P. Brown, Guide, p.2. 
40 The term 'Rabbinic' was already rejected by Solomon A. Birnbaum, who 

laid the foundation of modern Hebrew palaeography as far as the typology 
and history of scripts are concerned, in his pioneering The Hebrei;• Scripts, 
vol. I, Leiden 1971; vol. II, London 1<))4-1957. Birnbaum replaced 'Rabbi
nic' by 'Masliait' (cf. I, cols. 189-190), a late medieval Ashkenazic corrupted 
form of a/-!1Jashq, an Arabic calligraphic term employed in Sefardic sources 
to designate the semi-cursive mode of script; cf M. Beit-Arie (in collabora
tion with E. Angel and A. Yardeni), Specimens of l\!lediaeval Hebrew Scripts, 
I, Jerusalem 1987, pp. 10-12. See also, A. Gacek, 'Early Qur'anic Fragments', 
Fmitanus, 3 (1990), p.46, on a description of the al-Mashq script in a ninth
century Arabic work. 

41 Joseph Ibn Migash (rn77-1141), cited by Maimonides in one of his responsa, 
written in Arabic; cf. Beit-Arie, ibid., p. 11. 

42 M. G. I. Lieftinck, 'Pour une nomenclature de l'ecriture livresque de la 
periode dite gothique', Nomenclature des ecritures livresques du IXe ail XVIe 
siecle: Premier colloque international de paleographie latine, Paris 28-30 avril 1953 
(Colloques intemationaux du Centre National de la Recherche Sciemifique, Sciences 
humaines, 4), Paris 1954. pp. 15-34. 
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43 Cf. M. P. Brown, Joe. cit. It should be noted that the medieval Hebrew 
translation of Maimonides' responsum which cites the threefold classification 
by lbn Migash, employs the term beinoni (medium) to designate the semi
cursive grade (cf. Beit-Arie, Joe. cit.). Thus we are indeed using the Hebrew 
equivalent of the term media in our Hebrew nomenclature. 

44 Cf. A. Yardeni, The Book of Hebrew Script, Jerusalem 1991 (in Hebrew), 
p.222. 

45 For methodological aspects of script analysis in general and the characteriza
tion of the Hebrew script in particular, see C. Sirat, L'examen des ecrit1Jres: 
l'reil et la machine; essai de mhhodolo.J?ie, Paris 1981. For practical quantitative 
methods of analyzing Hebrew script see A. Yardeni, Hebrew Script, and E. 
Engel, The Development of the Hebrew Script from the Period of the Bar-Kokhba 
Revolt to 1000 A.D. (Ph.D. thesis), Jerusalem r990 (in Hebrew). 

46 Cf. Yardeni, Hebrew Script, pp.76-77 and 188. 
47 Sirat, L'examen, pp.35-44. 
48 See Deroche, I/I, p.65, no. 12 (BN MS Arab.330£) and pl. VIII (mistakenly 

referring to no. 11, as is obvious from the indication of the folio and the 
number of lines). Deroche reconstructs the original size of the trimmed folio 
as 370 X 28omm. The dimension of the written space is 30 5 X 2201nrn. 

49 Lings and Safadi, Tile Qur'an, p. 17; Deroche, II r, p. 19. Deroche realized that 
the width of the written space is larger by 7om m than the written height in 
most of the Kufic fragments in his catalogue, while in the smallest formats 
it is larger by 5omm. See also the illuminating grid of the dimensions of the 
written space of all the manuscripts in pl.XXIV. 

50 Deroche, I/I, pp. 19 and 50. Hebrew fragments of oblong quires of various 
non-biblical texts, resembling the small format Kufic Korans, can be found 
in the Cairo Genizah, and seem to date before the eleventh century. Oblong 
small format codices, particularly containing liturgical texts, were sometimes 
produced in later periods in North Africa, where this format continued to 
be used occasionally by Arabic scribes until the fourteenth century after it 
had been abandoned in the East in the eleventh ( cf. M. Lings, The Quranir 
Art of Calli.J?raphy and Illumination, p.18). Small format calligraphic manu
scripts, containing only one pericope of the Pentateuch, like the Kufic 
Kuranic manuscripts containing a single sura, were produced in Persia from 
the eleventh to the thirteenth century, bearing witness in their size, layout 
and decoration to the strong influence of Arabic calligraphy; cf. Beit-Arie 
and Sirat, Manuscrits medievaux (above, Lecture I, note 49), II, no. 2. Similar 
as they are to the early Kufic Korans, even these manuscripts are not oblong 
in format and layout. 

5 1 Exceptions among the early Greek codices are two fourth-century m anu
scripts: Codex Sinaiticus of exceptionally large format resembling the early 
Hebrew Bibles, and written in four columns, and Codex Vaticanus, which 
has three columns; cf. E. G. Turner, The Typology of the Early Codex, 
[Philadelphia] 1977, Table r6, p. 134. It is worth mentioning that as in the 
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four-column Codex Sinaiticus (cf. Metzger [above, note 35], p.76 and plates 
25-26 of the two opening layouts in Mise en page et mise en texte du livre 

manuscrit, [Paris] 1990, pp.62-65.), the Books of Psalms, Proverbs and Job 
were written in two columns in Hebrew three-column biblical manuscripts. 
The exceptional disposition of these books in Codex Sinaiticus may reflect 
the influence of the Jewish practice and corroborate H. J. M. Milne and T. 
C. Skeat's conclusion that it was most probably produced in Caesarea 
(Palestine); cf. Ph. Mayerson, 'Codex Sinaitieus: An Historical Observation', 
Biblical Archaeologist, Winter 1983, pp.54-56. 

52 See Moritz, Arabic Palaeography, plates 119 (dated 923), 117, 127, 128, etc.; 
Vajda, Album, plates I I, 3 5, 72 (where the device is used at the end of almost 
every line, as in some Yemenite Hebrew manuscripts) and 177. 

53 Lings and Safadi, The Qur'atr, no. 85. 
54 Abbott, The Rise, p.41. 
55 Lings and Safadi, The Qur'an, no. 49. For the roundness of the Maghribi 

script, particularly in the late Middle Ages, see Moritz, Arabic Palaeography, 

plates 175-188, and Vajda, Album, plate 48. On the wavy and elliptical 
strokes of the MaghribI script see 0. V. Houdas, 'Essai sur !'ecriture 
maghrebine', Nouveaux i\.1ilanges Orientaux, Paris 1886, p. ro6. 

56 Lings and Safadi, The Qur'an, no. 54. 
57 Lings and Safadi, The Qur'an, no. 151. 
58 M. P. Brown, Guide, no. 25. The nomenclature of the Latin scripts used 

henceforth follows Brown's terminology. Cf. also the German specimens of 
the transitional script between late Caroline and early Gothic in K. Schneider, 
Gotische Sd1rijlm in deutsd1er Sprache, I, Wiesbaden 1987, plates 1-29. 

)9 M. P. Brown, GtJide, no. 32; cf. also plate 29 of the textualis quadrata script. 
See also the confrontation of Latin and Hebrew Gothic scripts in Sirat, 
L'examen des ecritures, illustrations XIII-XV and the discussion on p.39. 

60 Compare plate 30 to Brown, Guide, plate 39. 
61 Cf. Brown, Guide, pp.116-117. 
62 See M. Beit-Arie, 'The Cryptic Name of the Scribe Abraham b. Yom Tov 

ha-Cohen', Israel Oriental Studies, 2(1972), pp.51-56 (see also Kiryat Sefer, 56, 
1980-1981, pp.546-547). 

63 MS Cambridge (Mass.), Harvard College Library, Houghton Library Riant 
20, fol. 69r, a Gospel Book written in Italy in the first half of the twelfth 
century in a smaller format. Cf. L. Light, The Bible in the Twelfth Century: 

An Exhibition of 1V!anuscripts at the H01.i>1hton Library, Cambridge (Mass.) 1988, 
no.5. 

64 MS Cambridge (Mass.), Houghton Library Typ 489, fol. 78r, Pope Bonifa
cius VIII, Uber sextm Decretalium with a commentary, a pecia copy produced 
in Bologna in the late fourteenth century; cf. W. FI. Bond, Supplement to the 

Census of iV!edie11al and Renaissance lHanuscripts in the United States and Canada, 
New York 1962, p.281; 1Harks in Books, Illustrated and Explained, Cambridge 
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(Mass.), Houghton Library, 1985 no. 31. Compare also Brown, Guide, plate 
48. 

65 A. G. Watson, CataloJ!ue of Dated and Datable Afanuscripts c.700-1600 in the 
Depmtment of i'\.fanuscripts, The British Library, London 1979, vol. I, p.280, 
no. 64; vol. II, plate 368. Compare also MS British Library Eg. 818, Fig.28 
in B. L. Ullman, The Ori}!in and Development of Humanistic Script, Rome 196o, 
a twelfth-century manuscript which may have inspired Poggio Bracciolini's 
handwriting (ibid., p.54), and Bracciolini's own book script in A. C. de la 
Mare, The HandwritinJ! of Italian Humanists, Oxford 1973, plates XV-XVI. 
An example of a humanist manuscript which is perhaps more appropriate as 
a comparison to the Hebrew example is MS Vatican lat. 559, reproduced in 
A. Derolez, Codicologie des manuscrits en ecriture huma11istique, I, Fig. 53. 

66 Compare various plates in de la Mare, Handwriting. 
67 A. Turyn, Dated Greek ivfanuscripts of the Thirteenth and Fourteenth Centuries 

in the Libraries of Great Britain, Washington DC I980, pl. 88. 
68 Compare also plate 64-70 in N. Wilson, Medieval Greek Bookhands, Plates, 

Cambridge (Mass.) 1972. 

NOTES TO CHAPTER III 

1 D. F. McKenzie, Bibliography and the Sociology of Texts, London 1986, p. 13. 
2 The common assumption of reading aloud in the Middle Ages has recently 

been challenged by P. Saenger, who argues that the separation of words in 
Latin manuscripts enabled and was later followed by silent reading and 
copying, well suited to monastic conditions. Cf. 'Manieres de lire medi
evales', in Histoire de /'edition ftan~aise, I, Paris 1982, pp.131-141; 'Silent 
Reading: Its Impact on Late Medieval Script and Society', Viator, 13 (1<J83), 
pp.367-414. However, reading aloud while copying was practised among 
Hebrew scribes in late twelfth-century Germany, as is attested by Sefer 
IJasidim, the main source for our knowledge of Jewish scribal practices in 
medieval Europe; cf. Das Buch der Frommen (ed.]. Wistinezki), Berlin 1891, 
p. 187, par. 733. 

3 See L. Havet, lHanuel de aitique verbal appliquee aux textes /atins, Paris 1911, 
pp.44-46. 

4 Cf. the concise discussion of Byzantine literacy by R. Browning and of 
Western European literacy by P. Saenger in Dictionary of the Middle Ages, VII, 
New York 1986, pp.594-597, 597-602. See also The Use of Literacy in Early 
Mediaeval Europe (ed. R. McKitterick). Cambridge 1990, particularly S. 
Kelly's contribution, 'Anglo-Saxon Lay Societies and the Written Word', 
pp.36-81, and 'Conclusion' by R. McKitterick, pp.328-331, regarding 
evidence of literacy among certain sections of secular society, especially the 
administrative classes. 
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Cf. recently B. Bedos-Rezak, 'The Confrontation of Orality and Textual
ity: Jewish and Christian Literacy in Eleventh- and Twelfth-Century North
ern France', Rashi 1040-1990: Conf.ires europeen des Etudes juives (ed. G. Sed
Rajna), Paris r993, pp. 541-558. 

5 See M. Glidemann, Gescl1ichte des Erziehungswesens und der Cultur der Juden in 
Frankreich und Deutsch/and, I-Ill, Vienna 1880-1888; N. Morris, A History of 
]ewisl1 Education, I-III, Jerusalem 1900-1977 (in Hebrew); S. D. Goitein, A 
Mediterranean Society, II, Berkeley, Los Angeles and London, 1971, pp.173-
190 (on women teachers and the education of girls: pp.183-185). 

6 See B. Smalley, The Study of the Bible ill the Middle Ages, p.78. 
7 See B. Dodge, Afuslim Education in iV!edieval Times, Washington, D.C. 1962, 

pp.3-5. 
8 See the concise outlines of the history of Latin book production by R. H. Rouse 

in Dictionary of the A·Iiddle Af.ies, V!II, New York 1987, pp.roo-105. On the 
early beginnings of commercial lay production in Paris see, recently, Richard 
H, and Mary A. Rouse, 'The Commercial Production of Manuscript Books 
in Late-Thirteenth-Century and Early-Fourteenth-Century Paris', A1edieval 
Book ProdHction: Assessing the Evidence (ed. L. L. Brownrigg), Anderson
Lovelace 1990 (Proceedings of the Second Conference af the Seminar in tlie History 
of the Book to 1500, Oxford, July 1988), pp.I03-n 5. 

9 Cf. R. S. Mackensen, 'Moslem Libraries and Sectarian Propaganda', The 
American Journal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, 51 (1934-1935), p.w8; 
Y. Eche, Les bibliotl1eques arabes publiques et semi-publiques en A1esopotamie, en 
Syrie et en Egypte au Moyen Af.ie, Damascus 1967, p.273-275. 

10 Eche, ibid., pp.23-24, 85-87, 113, 380, 
11 See Eche's book, and R. S. Mackensen's series of articles, AJSLL, 51 (1934-

1935), pp.83-113; 114-125; 52 (1935-1936), pp.22-23, !04-110; 245-253; 
53 (1936-1937), pp.239-250; 54 (1937), pp.41-61; 56 (1939), pp. 149-157. 
See also the survey by M. Lesley Wilkins, 'Islamic Libraries' in the forthcom
ing Encyclopedia of Library History (eds. W. Weigand and D. Davis) to be 
published by Garland Press. (I am indebted to Mrs, Wilkins for kindly 
enabling me to use the typescript of her entry.) 

12 Cf. above, Lecture I, note r6, and the paper referred to, pp.167-168. 
13 Such as MS Rome, Biblioteca Casanatense 3104, produced in Spain in the 

fifteenth century, in which the scribe states in the colophon that he copied 
the kabbalistic compilation 'for whoever may wish to purchase it.' Other 
impersonal copies may be traced by colophons which refer to unnamed 
owners, or which leave a blank space for inserting the owner's name (as in 
the colophon of MS. Holon, Y. Nahum's private collection 302. 1, written 
in San'a in 1434). A few manuscripts written as undestined copies were later 
sold by their copyists, who inscribed the deeds of sale, such as MS Parma, 
Biblioteca Palatina 21 57, sold in Italy in r 428. 
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14 Cf Beit-Arie, 'The Codicological Data-Base' (above, Lecture I, note 16), 
p.178, note 5. 

J 5 Cf. M. Beit-Arie, 'Palaeographical Identification of Hebrew Manuscripts: 
Methodology and Practice', Jewish Art, 12 (1986/87), p. 18. 

16 Ibid. p.16. 
17 A. Petrucci, 'II libro manoscritto', in Letteratura italiana, vol. II: Produzione e 

consumo, Turin 1983, pp.512-513, 520-522, referred to by R. Chartier, 
L'ordre des Jivres, Aix-en-Provence 1992, pp.63-64. 

18 Cf. R. Mackensen, 'Arabic Books and Libraries in the Umayyad Period', 
Tl1e American Joumal of Semitic Languages and Literatures, 52 (1935-1936), 
p.250. On books copied by Arabic scholars see Eche, Les hibliotheques arabes, 
pp.284-285. 

19 See M. M. Sibai, Mosque Ubraries: an Historical Study, London and New York 
r987, p.41; Fr. Rosenthal, The T,chnique and Approach o{A1.uslim Sclwlarship, 
Rome I947 (A.nalecta Orientalia, 24), pp.9-IO. 

20 On the controlled process of producing books in the Frankenthal scriptor
ium, see the illuminating analysis by A. Cohen-Mushlin, A /1,fedieval 
Scriptorium: Sancta l\;faria i\1agdalena de Frankendal, [-II, Wiesbaden 1990 
(Wolfenbiiteler Mittelalter-Studies, 3). Cf. also M.-C. Garand, 'Manuscrits 
monastiques et scriptoria aux Xl" et XII" siedes', Codiwlogfra, III, Leiden 
1980, pp.9-33. 

21 See in detail M. Beit-Arie, 'Transmission of Texts by Scribes and Copyists: 
Unconscious and Critical Interferences', Bulletin of the John Rylands University 
Library of i'vlanchester, 75, no. 3 (Autumn/Winter 1993) [=Proceedings of 
Artifacts and Texts: Tl1e Re-Creation of Classical Jewish Literature in :Vledieval 
Hebrew Manuscripts, a Conference held at the John Rylands Research Institute, 
28-30 April 1992] (forthcoming). 

22 Cf. also I. Ta-Shma, 'The "Open" Book in Medieval Hebrew Literature 
The Problem of Authorized "Editions"', Proueditif!,S (see note 21). 

23 See S. Morison, Politics and Script: Aspects '!f Authority and Preedom in the 
Development of Graew-Latin Script from tl1e Sixth Century B. C. to the Twentieth 
Century A.D. (ed. N. Barker), Oxford 1972 (The Lyell Lectures 1957). 

24 On the expressive function of typography, see McKenzie, Bibliography and 
the Sociology of Texts, esp. pp.2. 8-9, r2-13, 24, 47, and the referred studies. 

25 Cf. C. Bozzolo, D. Coq, D. Muzerelle, E. Ornato, 'Noir et blanc: Premiers 
resultats d'une enquete sur la mise en page clans le livre medieval', 11 libro e 
ii testo: .-'itti del convegno internazionale, Urbino, 20-23 settembre 1982 (ed. C. 
Questa and R. Raffaelli), Urbino 1984, pp. r97-22r; R. Bergeron and E. 
Ornato, 'La lisibilite clans Jes manuscrits et Jes imprimes de la fin du Moyen
Age: Preliminaires d'une recherche', Scrittura e Civilita, 14 (r990), pp.151 
198. 

26 On proportions of page format and written space and the harmony between 
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size and layout, particularly in printed books, see ]. Tschichold, 'Non
Arbitrary Proportions of Page and Type Area', Calligraphy and Palaeography: 
Essays Presented to Alfred Fairbank on his 7oth Birthday, London 1965, pp. r79-
r9r. On proportions of manuscripts see L. Gilissen, Prolegomenes a la 
codicologie, Ghent 1977, pp. 125-249. 

27 M. B. Parkes, 'The Influence of the Concepts of ordinatio and compilatio on the 
Development of the Book', Medieval Learning and Literature: Essays Presented 
to Richard William Hunt (ed.]. J. G. Alexander and M. T. Gibson), Oxford 
1976, pp. I l 5- l 4 r [ = M. B. Parkes, Scribes, Scripts and Readers: Studies in the 
Communication and Dissemination of ,'vfedieval Texts, London and Rio Grande 
1991, pp.3 5-70J; R.H. and M.A. Rouse, 'Statim invenire: Schools, Preachers 
and New Attitude to the Page', Renaissance and Renewal in the Twelfth Century 
(ed. R. L. Benson and G. Constable), Oxford 1982, pp.201-225. See also the 
papers in the section 'Glossed Books as an Instrument of Continuity and 
Change' in The Role of the Book in i'vfedieval Culture: Proceedinv of the Oxford 
International Symposium, 26 September 1 October 1982 (ed. P. Ganz), II, 
Turnhout 1986 (Bibliologia, 4), pp. 75-128. 

28 Cf. M. Heit-Arie, 'Hebrew Manuscript Collections in Leningrad and their 
Importance to the History of the Hebre•,,v Book', Jewish Studies, 3 I (1991), 
pp.33-46 (in Hebrew). 

29 Cf. Glatzer, 'The Aleppo Codex' (above, Lecture I, note 32). 
30 See the many illustrations in L. Avrin, Micro.i;raphy as l1ri, Paris and Jerusalem 

1981. 
31 Cf. M. Camille, 'The Book of Signs: Writing and Visual Difference in Gothic 

Manuscript Illumination', Word & Image, 1 (1985), p.138. 
32 Cr. J Irigoin, 'Livre et texte clans les manuscrits byzantins de poetes', Il libro 

e ii testo: Atri de/ convegno internazionale, Urbino 20-23 settembre 1982 (ed. C. 
Questa and R. Raffaelli), Urbino 1984, pp.87-rn2; N. G. Wilson, 'The 
Relation of Text and Commentary in Greek Books', ibid., pp. 105-110. 
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